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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of radar signal processing is to extract desired data from radar signals. 

Testing of the radar signal processor requires that one produce a test consisting of a 

sequence of digitized radar sensor data. If the signal processor is modeled in VHDL then 

the sequence of sensor data will be applied to the model in a VHDL test bench. 

Generation of the sensor data and sensor models for VHDL testbenches is a labor 

intensive task which cannot be performed manually. 

This thesis concentrates on the transformation of the mathematical representations of 

Synthetic Aperture Radar signals and sensors into VHDL models, and provides the 

mathematical underpinning for the other testbench work. Cadence/Comdisco SPW is used 

to describe the behavioral model of the test bench, which is hierarchically constructed 

using the primitives in the SPW library. A parameterized VHDL model is constructed 

from the block diagrams in SPW to generate the test for the VHDL signal processing 

model under test.
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

1.1.1 Basic Test Bench 

A testbench is an executable model which instantiates a Model Under Test(MUT) and 

provides the capability to drive the MUT with a set of test vectors and compare its 

response with the expected response when the model is tested; the testbench is also the 

entity that is simulated to generate the test vectors to drive the MUT[Arms94]. 

Fig. 1.1 shows the top level components of a testbench: a stimulus generator, a Model 

Under Test and a comparator. The stimulus generator and the comparator are connected 

to the Model Under Test so that test vectors and control information generated by the 

stimulus generator can feed into the MUT, and the model responses can be captured by 

the comparator and compared with the expected response. There are two kinds of 

feedback in the test bench. One of them is from the Model Under Test, which indicates the 

state of the MUT; the other one is from the Comparator, which indicates the results of the 

comparison.



When the model under test is a VHDL coded model, the test bench is also coded in 

VHDL to generate the test vectors that drive the MUT. The test vectors can be developed 

manually, but for large or complicated models, which, for example, process millions of 

pixels in images, this is impossible. Therefore, it is desirable to generate the test vectors 

automatically. 

Feedback 

  

  

   

  

    

    

  

Model State 
  

  

   Test Vector 

    

   
    

  

Stimulus Response 
Generator 

a, 

   

  

Comparator 

    

Control   

    

  
  

Expected Response 

Fig. 1.1 Basic Testbench 

1.1.2 Test Bench Generator 

A Test Bench Generator is a software system which allows the development of 

testbenches at a high level of abstraction, thus minimizing the amount of detailed 

information that the modelor has to provide[Arms94]. Fig. 1.2 shows the Test Bench 

Generator.
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Fig. 1.2 Test Bench Generator 

The Test Bench Generator consists of the Model Generator, the Intelligent User Interface, 

and Data Files. The Intelligent User Interface manages the interaction between external 

users or systems and the test bench model. It captures parameters or other information and 

feeds them to the test bench. Data files are used in some test benches. These files may be 

real data from the system being modeled or data files developed with a commercial 

modeling tool, eg. Comdisco/Cadence SPW[SPW92], xpatch[Demo94], or 

Matlab[Math]. For example, radar signature prediction software, such as xpatch, can be 

used to generate data files of a radar sensor. 

The Model Generator is a design tool or set of design tools that produces the VHDL 

model of the testbench. The Model Generator can produce code that models both control 

wa



and data flow logic. For each different Model Under Test. a different VHDL model of the 

testbench should be developed. 

This thesis concentrates on the transformation of the mathematical representation of 

signals and sensors into VHDL models, which provides the mathematical underpinning for 

the other testbench work. The work described here ts specific to the Synthetic Aperture 

Radar System, but the techniques developed are applicable to a wide class of modeling 

problems. 

1.1.3 Synthetic Aperture Radar 

The utility of synthetic aperture radar (SAR)[Curl91] has been extensively investigated in 

the past three decades and found to be particularly useful in many geological and 

oceanographic related areas[Long83]. A unique feature of SAR imaging, relative to other 

conventional optical remote sensing methods, is that microwaves penetrate clouds, which 

on many occasions obscure the view of a sensor operated in the visible or infrared spectral 

bands. This feature, in conjunction with the observation that SAR imaging over an ocean 

surface exhibits distinct wave and surface reflective patterns[Long83], clearly 

demonstrates the potential of using SAR as an all-weather remote sensing device for sea 

and land. 

The wide variety of potential applications for a SAR prompted the development of the 

SAR sensor model for the test bench generator. This SAR sensor model would generate 

the sensor data for the model under test which is a SAR processor.



1.2 Contribution and Thesis Organization 

This thesis concentrates on the development of a SAR testbench model from the 

mathematical representations of signals and sensors. Cadence/Comdisco SPW is used to 

describe the behavioral model of the test bench, which is hierarchically constructed using 

the primitives in the SPW library. Several parameterized VHDL models are constructed 

to generate the test vectors for the model under test. Five kinds of SAR testbench models 

were developed; they are: 

© SPW real number model (C Model); 

6 SPW bit-vector VHDL model; 

© Structural stand alone real number VHDL model; 

© Procedure based stand alone real number VHDL model; 

© Procedure based real number VHDL model generated automatically using a SPW 

schematic capture tool. 

The contents of the remainder of the chapters in this thesis are summarized in the 

following paragraphs. 

Chapter 2 addresses the basic test bench requirements and the specific requirements of the 

RASSP test bench, introduces the basics of synthetic aperture radar, and describes the 

specific signal processing methods which lie at the heart of the SAR signal processing 

algorithms, with particular emphasis on sampling theory, the fast Fourier transform 

algorithm, modulation and demodulation, and the local oscillator. It also provides an exact



derivation of the SAR transmitted signal and echo response, and the other mathematical 

description of the signal processing methods such as deramp processing. 

Chapter 3 presents the implementation of the SAR sensor model. It explains the different 

SPW models and VHDL models in detail. 

Chapter 4 presents the simulation results of the SPW models and VHDL models that have 

been developed. It also compares these results. 

Chapter 5 summarizes the thesis and suggests some future work.



Chapter 2 Background 

2.1 Synthetic Aperture Radar 

High resolution ground mapping is an increasingly important mode of airborne radar. 

Some examples where finely detailed images are needed include terrain matching 

navigation, surveillance mapping, and ground target classification and identification. The 

map resolution required for airborne radar application typically ranges from 35m down to 

as little as 1 or 2m[Stim 83]. Range resolution this fine ts relatively easy to achieve using 

pulse compression. Comparable, azimuth resolution, however, 1s not possible in 

conventional operation. For example, a radar operating at 1OGHz with a 1m antenna has a 

beamwidth of about 30mrad, giving an azimuth resolution of about 300m at 10km. 

Furthermore, unlike range resolution, azimuth resolution degrades with range. 

SAR operation provides a solution to the problem of attaining good azimuth resolution. 

SAR techniques achieve constant azimuth resolution commensurate with range resolution 

by using sophisticated signal processing to exploit the aircraft's motion relative to the 

scene being imaged[Morr88].



In this section, we describe the SAR basics, concentrating on the strip-mapping operation 

mode. 

2.1.1 Overview of SAR 

There are two methods to generate an effective long antenna. One is using a long physical 

antanna, the other is using signal processing means. Synthetic Aperture Radar 

(SAR)[Skol70] is based on the generation of an effective long antenna by signal 

processing means rather than by the actual use of a long physical antenna. For example, an 

aircraft carrying a radar is flying in a straight line at constant speed and altitude. The radar 

antenna is pointed downward slightly and aligned at a fixed angle of 90° relative to the 

flight path; the aircraft's speed, let's say, 1s 100m per second and the Pulse Repetition 

Frequency is 1500 pulses per second. Consequently, every time the radar transmits a 

pulse, the center of the radar antenna is 0.0667m farther along the flight path. The 

synthetic array can thus be thought of as consisting of a line of elemental radiators 

0.0667m apart, as shown in Fig. 2.1. 

' Vr=100m/sec 

  

  

  

  

  

  

6 —~ Pulse 6 

5 — Pulse 5 

4 =m Pulse 4 

| 3 —~ Pulse 3 

2 m= Pulse 2 
0.0667m 
—_e_ 1 —~ Pulse 1 

Fig. 2.1 Basic Concept of Synthetic Aperture Radar



In the use of such a physical linear array, signals are fed simultaneously to each of the 

elements of the array. Similarly, when used as a receiver, the elements receive signals 

simultaneously, and in both the transmitting and receiving models, waveguide or other 

transmission line interconnections are used and interference phenomena are exploited to 

get an effective radiation pattern. In other words, SAR takes advantage of the forward 

motion of the radar to produce the equivalent of a long antenna. Each time a pulse 1s 

transmitted, the radar occupies a position a little farther along on the flight path. By 

pointing a reasonably small antenna out to one side and summing the returns from 

successive pulses, it is possible to synthesize a very long side looking linear array. 

Instead of providing all of the elements needed to populate a large array, a synthetic 

aperture radar multiplexes a single element by moving it from one array element location 

to the next in sequence. Thus, SAR samples the desired large aperture in both space and 

time, using the relatively small real aperture as a single array "element". 

The squint mode geometry is shown in Figure 2.2. The aircraft flies at velocity v and a 

descent angle € from horizontal. The boresighted point scatter P in the Y-Z plane is at a 

depression angle 6 from horizontal and squint angle y from forward looking. Ro is the 

nominal range to P at time to=0, when P is in the boresight. The SAR performance 

depends on the total cant angle @ between vector V and the vector of the antenna pointed 

to a target, which is related to ¢, 6 and y according to [Rich85]- 

cos@ = sin€ sind +cos€é cosd cosy (Eqn. 2.1) 

For forward-squinted radars, cos@ is always positive.



    

Direction of Flight A | 

(X-Z Plane) . V Z(Forward) 

Ro Y-Z=Earth Plane 

- oe 3> Pp 

Vv. 
> 

Y(Right) 

Fig. 2.2 Geometry of squint mode SAR for nonlevel flight 

2.1.2 Doppler Frequency Shift 

If the received radar signals were accurately analyzed in the frequency domain, a shift 

would be observed, which is caused by the relative motion between the antenna and the 

reflecting target. This is known as the Doppler shift. 

The Doppler shift is observed whenever the antenna is in motion relative to the target. 

Suppose the transmitter moves at velocity V,; towards a receiver, and this radial velocity is 

given by V,;=Vcos(y), where 
”" 
ya 

cos(y )= 

  

(Eqn. 2.2). 

and y is the angle between the line of flight and the range vector as specified in Fig. 2.3. 

If the transmitter is sending a signal with frequency fo, the receiver will record a signal 

with a slightly different frequency. The receiver would measure a distance A of 

10



C V 
=—- > (Eqn. 2.3) 
to Sti 

between peaks of the received signal, therefore, the receiver would receive a signal with 

frequency f where 

V 

  

Cc 
= 7 a+ h=ht+th, 

CTY, (Eqn. 2.4) 

and ff is defined as the Doppler frequency shift 

fp = —. (Egn. 2.5) 

Because Radar signals propagate at the speed of light, which is much faster than the 

aircraft can travel, the Doppler shifts will not be zero if V; is not zero. Instead, the 

different radial velocities will create a continuum of Doppler shifts. As shown in figure 

2.3, a transmitter traveling with velocity V and positioned a distance x above the Nadir 

point will have a distance component in the direction of the targets in the (z, y) plane 

below. 

Range — fy 4474-7 
Altitude X g R=yx +y +2 

Azimuth 2      

  Nadir Z=0 / 
  

Y¥ (Ground Range) 

Fig.2.3 Flight Dimension 
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It can be seen clearly that the contours of equal Doppler shift are specified by the contours 

of equal radial velocity V,, and the contours of equal radial velocity would depend only on 

the angle between target and transmitter relative to the direction of constant motion of the 

antenna. 

Therefore, contours of the equal angle y will specify the equal Doppler contours, which 

implies that the description of all points (z,y) in the plane with the same cos(y) will induce 

identical Doppler shifts. 

According to Eqn. 2.2, we can obtain: 

  

x’ cos Y+y cos ¥+z° cos y =z" (Eqn. 2.6) 

SO 

2 2 
Z JV 1 

Yauy)) xP tany (Eqn. 2.7) 

This equation can be shown in Fig 2.4. 

The smaller the angle y, the larger the Doppler shift. For y=90°, which means that targets 

are orthogonal to the antennas line of flight, the Doppler shift is zero. 
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Fig. 2.4 Curves of equal Doppler shift 

Doppler analysis is an important part of the signal processing in radar systems, because the 

use of Doppler frequency in addition to pulse time delay thereby provides target 

localization in two dimensions. As shown in Fig.2.5, a specific delay tg=Ro/C and Doppler 

shift ff correspond to a specific circle R2:x24y2+z2 and a hyperbola, which intersect in 

only four points in the plane of range y and along track distance z. The left/right ambiguity 

is resolved by our knowledge of the side of the platform from which the radar beam is 

13



directed, while the branch of the hyperbola is indicated by the sign of the Doppler shift. 

For example, as shown in Fig. 2.5, if the radar beam ts directed to the right side of z. we 

should select P2 and P4; and while the Doppler shift is positive, we then know that the 

target is positioned at P4. 

  
  

     

LU7V 
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a ~ LL Ro | 

; Z 

(P3 ae. 
LC \ ' 

ne 2 a oy 
‘ > 

\ /P4 — fo y 

. a 

fo 

| 

Fig. 2.5 Illustration of use of range delay and Doppler shift to locate the target 

2.2 Signal Processing 

The purpose of radar signal processing is to extract desired data from radar signals. This 

section discusses some fundamental concepts in signal processing. 
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2.2.1 Sampling of the bandlimited signal 

Radar signals are transmitted and received as continuous functions of time. However, the 

data is often sampled before being processed. This creates a discrete time sequence and 1s 

the reason for using digital signal processing techniques[Proa92]. 

Discrete time signals may arise by sampling a continuous-time signal, which can be 

represented mathematically as sequences of numbers. A sequence of numbers x, in which 

the nth number in the sequence is denoted x[n], can arise from periodic sampling of an 

analog signal. The numeric value of the nth element in the sequence 1s equal to the value 

of the analog signal x(t) at time nT, 

x[n]=xq(nT), -co<n<oo (Eqn. 2.8) 

The quantity T is called the sampling period and its reciprocal is the sampling frequency. 

As an example, Fig. 2.6(a) shows a segment of a radar signal and Fig.2.6(b) shows a 

sequence of samples of the radar signal. 

Frequently, the signal is converted between continuous and discrete time representations 

through the use of the Nyquist Sampling Theorem[Oppe89]. This theorem states that a 

continuous time signal can be reconstructed from the values it assumes at a certain set of 

time positions. The time between these samples specifies a rate or frequency at which the 

continuous signal must be sampled. 

Let x,(t) be a bandlimited signal with 

X.GQ)= 0 for [21> Qx (Eqn. 2.9) 

15
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10 
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10 

Fig. 2.6 Continuous time signal vs Discrete time signal 

Then x,(t) is uniquely determined by its samples x[n]=x,(nT), n=0,+1, #2,...... if 

27 
Q =— 2 20, 

T (Eqn. 2.10) 

The frequency Qn 1s commonly called as the Nyquist frequency, and the frequency 

2QN that must be exceeded by the sampling frequency ts called the Nyquist rate. 

The sampling theorem states that in order to be able to reconstructe the continuous time 

input signal from its samples, the sampling frequency must be greater than twice the 

highest frequency contained in the continuous time input signal. 
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2.2.2 The Fast Fourier Transform Algorithm 

For finite-duration sequences, it is possible to develop an alternative Fourier 

representation, referred to as the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). The DFT 1s itself a 

sequence rather than a function of a continuous variable, and it corresponds to samples, 

equally spaced in frequency, of the Fourier transform of the signal. In addition to its 

theoretical importance as a Fourier representation of sequences, the DFT plays a central 

role in the implementation of the Fast Fourier Transform, which is probably the most 

powerful tool in digital signal processing. 

Consider a sequence X[7] that is periodic with period N so that *[7]= *[”+7N] for any 

integer value of r. As with continuous time periodic signals, such a sequence can be 

represented by a Fourier series corresponding to a sum of harmonically related complex 

exponential sequences, i.e. complex exponentials with frequencies that are integer 

multiplies of the fundamental frequency(27/N) associated with the periodic sequence x[n] 

So the Fourier series representation has the form: 

~ _ I j2tkni N 
x[n]= vy ce 

k For ne [0,N-1] (Eqn. 2.13) 

where 
=| 

_ ~ —j2mnk/N 

Chir = > x(n)e 
n=0 (Eqn. 2.14) 

for any integer r. That is, the coefficients form a periodic sequence. So, the pair of 

equations for the discrete Fourier series representation of a periodic sequence is 

17



] N-1 

  

~ my p2ank/N 
K(n)=— > X(K)e"™™ (Eqn. 2.15) 

N £20 
N=] 

X(k) _ SY x(n 

7=0 (Eqn. 2.16) 

For convenience in notation, these equations are often written in terms of the complex 

quantity Wy, defined as: 
=f 2nIN 

Wy =e (Eqn. 2.17) 

With this notation, the DFS pair is expressed as follows: 

1 N-I — kn 

¥[n]=— >, X[kWe" 
N xz=0 (Eqn. 2.18) 

‘| 

X[k]= s <[n]w” 
n=0 (Eqn. 2.19) 

We observe that for each value of k, direct computation of ATA] involves N complex 

multiplications and N-1 complex additions. Consequently, to compute all N values of the 

DFT requires N2 complex multiplications and N2-N complex additions. 

Direct computation of the DFT 1s basically inefficient primarily because it does not exploit 

the symmetry and periodicity properties of the phase factor Wy. In particular, these 

properties are: 

—~_y 
Symmetry property: Wy Wy. (Eqn. 2.20) 

pheN yk 

Periodicity property: = nN. (Eqn. 2.21) 

18



The computationally efficient algorithms described here, known collectively as fast Fourier 

transform(FFT) algorithm, exploits these two basic properties of the phase factor. 

When computing the DFT, dramatic efficiency results from decomposing the computation 

into successively smaller DFT computations. These decompositions are referred to as 

decimation-in-time algorithms. The principle of this algorithm is most conveniently 

illustrated by considering the special case of N an integer power of 2, 1.e., N=2!. Since N is 

an even integer, we can consider computing ATK] by separating x[7] into two (N/2)-point 

sequences consisting of the even-numbered points in x[”] and the odd-numbered points in 

x[7] with *TA] given by 
~ a ; 

¥tkj= > F[nyw 
n=0 For ke [0,N-1] (Eqn. 2.22 

and separating * LI into its even- and odd-numbered points, we obtain 

vy ~ nk ~ nk X(k]= Lily + Lin; 
neven nodd For ke [0,N-1] (Eqn. 2.23) 

or, with the substitution of variables n=2r for n even and n=2r+1 for n odd, 

_ (NZ) (N21 

w= Y sprit + Verse 
r=0 r=0 

(N21 , (N/2¥1 

= repr) +w! Yepre yey” 
r=0 r=0 (Eqn. 2.24) 

Since 
22 -j2RYN 2m N/2) _ 

W=e =e = Won 

We get: 
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a2) 

imq= Yep ore, +H DV Fart NS, 
r=0 

G[k]+W, AIK] 
(Eqn. 2.25) 

Each of the sums is recognized as an (N/2)-point DFT, the first sum being the (N/2)-point 

DFT of the even-numbered points of the original sequence and the second being the 

(N/2)-point DFT of the odd-numbered points of the original sequence. Although the index 

k ranges over N values, k=0,1,....N-1, each of the sums must be computed only for k 

between 0 and (N/2)-1, since G[k] and H[k] are each periodic in k with period N/2. After 

the two DFTs are computed, they are combined according to the above equation to yield 

the N-point DFT x [A], Fig. 2.7 depicts this computation for N=8. In this figure we have 

used the signal flow graph conventions that branches entering a node are summed to 

produce the node variable. When no coefficient is indicated, the branch transmittance 1s 

assumed to be unity. For other branches, the transmittance of a branch is an integer power      of Wn. 

G [0] 
x[0} x [0] 

x[2] N/2-point "x[1] 
DFT G [2 

x [4] x[2] 
6 [3 

x [6 ] x[3] 

x[1] x [4] 

x [3] N/2-point "x [5] 
DFT W 

x[5] x [6] 

x [7] x[7] 

Fig. 2.7 The decimation-in-time decomposition 
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Therefore, an N-point discrete Fourier Transform can be represented by two (N/'2)-point 

DFTs. Since N is a power of two, the above partitioning scheme can be iteratively applied 

to the sequences by N/4 elements. These partitions can be carried out until the two-point 

DFT is reached. Fig.2.8 shows the flow graph of an 8-point FFT that denotes the results 

of the 8-point decomposed DFT. 
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Fig.2.8 Complete decimation-in-time decomposition 
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2.2.3 Modulation and Demodulation of the Signal 

A baseband waveform has a spectral magnitude that is nonzero for frequencies in the 

vicinity of the origin (i.e. f=0) and negligible elsewhere. 

A bandpass waveform has a spectral magnitude that is nonzero for frequencies in some 

band concentrated about a frequency f=+f,, where f, >>9 The spectral magnitude 1s 

negligible elsewhere; fc is called the carrier frequency. 

For bandpass waveforms the value of fc may be arbitrarily assigned for mathematical 

convenience in some problems. In others, namely, modulation problems, fc is the 

frequency of an oscillatory signal in the transmitter circuit and is the assigned frequency of 

the transmitter. 

Modulation is the process of imparting the source information onto a baseband signal with 

a carrier frequency fc by the introduction of amplitude and/or phase perturbations. This 

bandpass signal is called the modulated signal s(t), and the baseband source signal is called 

the modulating signal m(t). That means that modulation may be visualized as a mapping 

operation that maps the source information onto the bandpass signal s(t) that will be 

transmitted over the channel. Consequently, the modulated signal is just a special 

application of the bandpass representation. The modulated signal is given by 

s(t) = Re{g(t)e”"} (Eqn. 2.26) 
where W.=2Mf¢, fc, is the carrier frequency. The complex envelop g(t) is a function of the 

modulating signal m(t). That is:



g(t)=gim(t)] (Eqn. 2.27) 

g[m] functions are desired that are easy to implement and that will give desirable spectral 

properties. 

Demodulation is the inverse of modulation. It is the process of recovering the baseband 

signal from a bandpass signal. 

2.2.4 Mixer and Local Oscillator 

An ideal mixer is an electronic circuit that functions as a mathematical multiplier of two 

input signals. Usually one of these signals is a sinusoidal waveform produced bv a local 

oscillator, as illustrated in Fig. 2.9. 

  
  

  

        

Mixer 

Vin(t) v2(t) 
vit) >| Filter 

V_(1) = A, COSWol 

Local 
Oscillator 

Fig. 2.9 Mixer followed by a filter for either up or down conversion 
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Mixers are used to obtain frequency translation of the input signal. Assume that the input 

signal is a bandpass signal that has a nonzero spectrum in a band around or near ff. then 

the signal is represented by 

. _ J@,(t) 
Vin(t) = Re{g, (te } (Eqn. 2.28) 

where g,,(¢) is the complex envelop of the input signal. Because any complex signal can 

be expressed as: 

  s= (Eqn. 2.29) 

where s° is the conjugate of s. 

The real part of it is: 

  

  

* 

S+S 

Re(s) = 5 (Eqn. 2.30) 

while the imaginary part is: 
* 

S—S 
Im(s)= 2j (Eqn. 2.31) 

Therefore the real part of the product of two complex signals sj and so is: 

Res, Xs,)=Res,)xRe(s,)—Im(s,) xIm(s,) 

  

* * 

_ X82 | 8 XS 

2 2 om 

(Eqn. 2.32) 

Because 

_ J®,! 

Vv ()=[4, Retg,, (He ~ j ]cos@,t (Eqn. 2.33) 

Let sj=g,,(¢), and so = ef Del then the signal out of the ideal mixer is: 
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¥,(t)= “Tg, (te + 8 (De Mel [ei0" 4 67 J00!) 
0 * * 

— —[g,,(t)enrreo™ + g, (te erro" +g (re Peo +g (ae 4 in in 

or 

y(t = PRag,( jerry 4 Rely, (er) ean, 2.34) 

Eqn. 2.34 illustrates that the input bandpass signal with a spectrum near ff, has been 

converted (i.e. frequency translated) into two output bandpass signals, one at the up- 

conversion frequency band, where f=f.+fp, and one at the down-conversion band, where 

fa=f.-fo. A filter, as illustrated in Fig. 2.9, may be used to select either the up-conversion 

component or the down-conversion component. A bandpass filter is used to select the up- 

conversion component, but the down-conversion component is selected by either a 

baseband filter or a bandpass filter, depending on the location of f.-fo For example, if 

f.-fo=0, a low-pass filter would be needed and the resulting output spectrum would be a 

baseband spectrum, if f.-fo>0, where f,-fo was larger than the bandwidth of Sin (7) a 

bandpass filter would be used and the filter output would be 

v,(t) = “Retg( Jel Pe- oor (Eqn. 2.35) 

i 

For the case f,=fo, it is seen that the modulation on the mixer input signal Min!) ig 

preserved on the mixer down converted signals 

Ay 

v,(4)=— Retg,,.(0)3 
2 (Egn. 2.36) 
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2.3 Signal Processing in SAR 

2.3.1 Generation of the LFM Signal 

A radar signal is obtained by modulating an R-F carrier so that the radar waveform may be 

expressed as: 

s(t)=a(t)cos(@,t+O(t)) ean a 39 

or in exponential form 

s(t) — a(t)e""™ ” (Eqn. 2.38) 

where @,=carrier frequency(radians/sec), 

a(t)=amplitude modulation, 

0(t)=exponential(FM or PM) modulation. 

For FM (Frequency modulation), the phase is proportional to the integral of modulating 

signal m(t) 
t 

O0(7)=D J m(o )do 
(4) ff ¥ —c0 (o) (Eqn. 2.39) 

where the frequency deviation constant Dr has units of radians/volt-sec. 

Therefore, the complex envelope of the signal s(t) is 

_ J8(t) 
r(t) ~ a(t Je (Eqn. 2.40) 

Thus, signal generation is accomplished by generating the desired complex envelope as a 

function of time. 
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Linear Frequency Modulation or "chirp" pulses are generated by frequency modulating the 

carrier with a ramp signal. The complex envelope of an LFM signal can be expressed as: 

ymKt? 

r(t) =e€ 0<t<T (Eqn. 2.41) 
3 

where K=rate of change of frequency(Hz per sec). 

The bandwidth of this signal is approximately bw=K*T. 

To obtain a discrete time version of the complex envelope, r(t) can be sampled at a rate: 

_ | 
f — Ven WwW (Eqn. 2.42) 

where € is a constant which determines the sampling rate relative to the signal bandwidth. 

Note that e=1 for Nyquist rate sampling as discussed in the previous section. 

If the pulse duration is T seconds, then a total of N=etbw+1 samples are required and the 

sampled values of r(t) are given by: 

r(nT.) _— oe itKn Te 

> 
0<=n<=N-1 (Egn. 2.43) 

Therefore, the amplitude and phase sequences required from the digital signal generator to 

produce LFM pulses are as follows: 

a(n)=1 

0(n)= nKn °T,’ 0<=n<=N-1 (Eqn. 2.44) 5 
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2.3.2 Generation of Complex Returned Signals from Discrete Target 

As we saw in section 2.3.1, the radar echo signals in a SAR system are often presented in 

a two-dimensional format. The following derivation[Wul982] begins with the one- 

dimensional time sequence of SAR received signals and converts them mathematically into 

a formal two-dimensional representation. 

Suppose that the transmitted signal is: 
— jl@,1+0 (1)] 

P(t)= alte (Eqn. 2.45) 

where a(t) is a rectangular function which is unity over the pulse duration(0, t) and zero 

elsewhere, and (@,g is the carrier frequency. Hence a train of transmitted pulses f(t) can be 

expressed as: 

f(t)= > p(t—nT) 
N=—00 (Egn. 2.46) 

where T is the interpulse period. In a coherent system, in which the radar carrier wave 

maintains its coherency, a train of received signal s(t) reflected from a point target which is 

at distance r}(t) away from the sensor can be modeled as 

S(t)= > ow, [t—7,(¢)/clp{t—nT —2r(t)/c} 
nas—o0 (Eqn. 2.47) 

where o is the radar cross section of a point target, c is the speed of light, wa[t-r1(t)/c] is 

the pattern of the radar gain to that point target at rj(t) from the radar. 

According to Eqn. 2.45, the received signal s(t) after demodulation can be expressed as:



S(T )= > ow, [t— n(t)/ cjalt —nyT— 2n(t)/ ce MAM OMA AL j8[t-nT-2n (Hic 

—oo 

(Eqn. 2.48) 

where A is the wavelength of the radar emitted electromagnetic wave. 

Let the along track distance be z and the range distance be r. Then it can be shown that 

the impulse response h(z,r) which is defined as the value of s(z,r) when o=1, where s(z,r) 

is a two-dimensional representation of s(t) is given by 

h(z,r)=h1(z,r)@h2(z,r) (Eqn. 2.49) 

where © denotes a two-dimensional convolution. And 

Al(z,r)= w_(z)e MOAR lea@)) 

h2(z,r)=(2/ cev)8 (z)a(rye ?” 

where v is the along track speed of the sensor, and 6(t) is Dirac's delta function. 

(Eqn. 2.50) 

(Eqn. 2.51) 

Because the antenna weighting function wa(z) can be defined to be symmetric about zero 

of z, and the range pulse window a(r) has a nonzero duration initiated from zero, the 

impulse response thus corresponds to a point target, the radar received signal is a 

superposition of responses generated by the extended target o(z,r)[Mitc74]. 

So, the two-dimensional representation s(z,r) of the received signal can be expressed as 

the convolution form. 

§(Z,r)=0(Z,T)w,(r)@h(z,r) (Eqn. 2.52) 

where w,(r) is the SAR antenna illuminative in the range dimension which defines the 

effective swath of radar imaging. 

s(z,r)=[0(z,r)w,(r)]@[h1 (z,r)@h2(z,r)] 
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=[0(z,r)w,(r)@h1 (z,r)]@h2(z,r) (Eqn. 2.53) 

This equation shows that the return s(z,r) can be expressed as the original target field 

O(z,r) times the antenna illuminative in the range dimension and then convoluted 

sequentially with the two impulse responses hl and h2. Therefore it is clear that the 

targets o(z,r) can be reconstructed by sequentially correlating the return signal s(z,r) by 

the response h2(z,r) and h1(z,r). 

Therefore, the dispersion in the z-direction is determined by the radar antenna beam width. 

In the r-direction, the change is due to the varying of range distance between target and 

sensor. 

So ideally, the received signal has the amplitude of the transmitted signal, and the phase of 

a delay of the transmitted signal. 

2.3.3 Deramp Compression Processing 

Suppose that the transmitted signal is 
_ 2 

x(t) = cos2n(f.t+ Kt 12) ih top (Eqn. 2.54) 

If this is scattered back by a unit point target at Ro=cto/2, the received signal will be 
2 

v(t) = cos2n[f.(t-—f))+ KU- t,) / 2] Ittgl <ty/2 (Eqn. 2.55) 

This signal has a frequency f=f,.+K(t-to)/2 which depends on time, so that full resolution 

processing is not possible by simple frequency filtering. 

Fig.2.10 shows the deramp compression.



Down-converted 
  

    

  

Received signal Rit) 

Conjugator 

Down-converted 
Transmitted signal 

Fig.2.10 Deramping processing 

The transmitted signal after down-converting can be represented as: 

jmKt? 
= < S(t) Ave dst /2 (Eqn. 2.56) 

=ct,/2 If this is scattered back by a unit point target at range Ry , the down-converted 

received signal will be: 

. 2 
—20fotyot+nK (t-t V(t) — el fc O ( o) ] lt~1,] $7 /2, (Eqn. 2.57) 

This has a frequency f= K(t-t, ) which depends on time, so that full resolution 

processing is not possible by simple frequency filtering. 

In deramp compression, the down-converted transmitted signal is conjugated first: 

S(t)= Ae Ke ils, /2 

Again, a mixer can be used to de-ramp the down-converted received signal: 

V(t) = Aen ell 2m e007) 

*] [2 af fg -2RKipt+mKt 
— Ae! He! ° ° (Eqn. 2.58) 
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This waveform to be Fourier analyzed is nonzero only over the time span for which the 

factors Eqn. 2.56 and Eqn. 2.57 overlap. If that overlap could be arranged to be full 

At, of the signal Eqn. 2.58 would be recovered 

1/Kt,=1/B 

4, T 
pulsewidth ” or nearly so, the frequency 

, .  1/t i, 
with a resolution P, so that the resolution in to approaches , which is 

the full resolution afforded by the pulse compression waveform Eqn 2.56. 

2.4 The Specific Requirements of the RASSP Test Bench 

The intent of RASSP(Rapid Prototyping of Application Specific Signal 

Processors)[MIT94] testbench is to interface the real-time SAR image processor directly 

to the ADTS system without modifying the existing data formats or timing of the ADTS 

system. 

The ADTS radar is an air-to ground synthetic aperture radar(SAR) operating in 

"stripmap" mode with a +90° squint angle(i.e., the radar is pointed +90° relative to the 

velocity vector). The radar has a center frequency of 33.56GHz, a swath of 375m, and a 

nominal 7.26km range to the center of the swath. The radar is fully polarimetric with 

interleaved H-pol and V-pol transmission and simultaneous H-pol and V-pol reception. 

The radar transmits at a 3kHz rate, so that the same-polarization pulse repetition 

frequency(PRF) is 1.5kHz as shown in Fig.2.11. The SAR resolution is 0.3m. 

  

3 KHz 

TRANSMIT HV H V a 
RECEIVE Y v v + 

————__—_————- 

1.5 kHz 

Fig. 2.11 Interleaved horizontal and vertical transmit polarizations 
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The radar uses stretch processing(deramp processing) for wideband pulse processing. The 

linear frequency modulation(LFM) transmit pulse has a 600 MHz bandwidth and a 30psec 

pulsewidth. Received pulses are de-ramped , downconverted, and filtered so that the 

inputs to the A/D converters are real, uncompressed(i.e., frequency domain) data at a 

video frequency of 31.25MHz and a 50MHz bandwidth. De-ramping is done using a 

650MHz, 32.5usec LFM waveform, shown in Fig. 2.12, which is longer than the transmit 

waveform by an amount which accommodates the 375m range swath. The range window 

for the radar is 468.4m, and 375m range swath is at the center of the range window. 

Received pulse data are sampled using 8-bit A/D converters at a 125 MHz rate, yielding 

4064 real samples per pulse, this is the output data of the test bench. 

600MHz 

Fig. 2.12 
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Transmit Ramp 

+ 
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Transmit ramp and reference ramp for stretch processing 
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Chapter3 Implementation of the SAR Sensor Model 

The RASSP SAR Testbench should have the capability to produce a sequence of digitized 

sensor data for the VHDL SAR image processor. For a general SAR model, some of the 

parameters should be keyed in by the user, in other words, this 1s an interactive sensor 

model. This model computes the stimuli during the simulation. The digitized sensor data is 

formed by several data-flow blocks embedded in the SAR sensor model. 

3.1 Model Description 

3.1.1 Components 

The SAR sensor model is used to process the input signals, including transmitted signal 

and received signal, obtained from the radar antenna. It is composed of several basic radar 

signal processing blocks, such as "Down-converter", "Deramper", "A/D converter" etc, as 

shown in Fig. 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1 SAR Test Bench Model 

3.1.1.1 Down-converter 

As we have already discussed in Chapter 2, the down-converter is composed of a local 

oscillator, a mixer(multiplier) and a low pass filter if we need to get the baseband signal or 

a bandpass filter if we need to extract the bandpass signal. In this specific SAR sensor 

model, the local oscillator generates a complex signal which contains the carrier frequency 

information. Then after conjugation, it can be used to get rid of the carrier frequency 

information from the received signal or transmitted signal since these signals have a high 

carrier frequency. So that we can extract the down-converted signal which has a 

bandwidth of 600MHz, and the origin of f9=0. Fig. 3.2 shows the down-converter used in 

the sensor model, in which f, is the carrier frequency of the radar, and the input signal is: 
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_ 2M ott jA(t V= Ape? fet + Jt) (Eqn. 3.1) 
The signal generated by the local oscillator is: 

V, — p/2Mct 
O 

After it is conjugated, the signal becomes: 

* fmol Vi(t)=e 7% (Eqn. 3.3) 
Therefore, the output of the down-converter is: 

V(t) = Ae) (Eqn. 3.4) 

(Eqn. 3.2) 

: 8 
Mixer V,= Aye? 

2(t 
vit) Filter val 

Vin(t) 

V = Ae B00 

if] 

  

    

  
  

Vol t) _ e J2M%c 

Conjugate    

   

  

—e J2Mfet 

   Local 

Oscillator    

Fig. 3.2 Down-converter used in SAR sensor model 

3.1.1.2 De-ramper 

The de-ramper is composed of a mixer(multiplier) and a conjugator, as shown in Fig. 3.3, 

in which r(t) is the down-converted received signal, S(t) is the down-converted 

transmitted signal. After it is conjugated, S(t) becomes S*(t), where 

S'(t)= Ayen Itkt (Eqn. 3.5) 
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And r(t) is 

_ j[-20f.ty+nK (t-t, )° ] 

r= Ae (Eqn. 3.6) 

Therefore, after de-ramping, the signal becomes: 

[-2nf.t) +Kto -2nKtt, ] R = A e” 0 0 0 

0 (Eqn. 3.7) 

Down-converted 

Received signal 
  R(t)        

, Qnty +Kt> —2nKit 
J[-20f tg tek (t-ty )* ] R= Age’ Yolo 0 0] 

r= A,e 

S'(t)= Aer 
  

Conjugator 

  

2 
Kt s= A,e” 

Down-converted 

Transmitted signal 

Fig. 3.3 De-ramper 
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3.1.1.3 A/D converter 

In SPW, there is one option to select the format of the data files when one wishes to save 

the data. Therefore, this can be used to translate the data from analog to digital. However, 

in VHDL, we can code an A/D converter. 

3.1.2 Inputs 

The inputs of the SAR sensor model are the technical parameters of the radar, such as 

squint angle, carrier frequency, swath width, nominal range, pulse repetition frequency, 

bandwidth, pulsewidth of the transmitted signals etc. 

3.1.2.1 Primary parameters 

The primary parameters of the SAR sensor model are: 

0 

0 

Squint angle(i.e. the radar is pointed at angle y relative to the velocity vector); 

Carrier frequency; 

Swath width; 

Nominal range to the center of the swath; 

Pulse repetition frequency of the transmitted signal; 

Bandwidth of the transmitted signal; 

Pulsewidth of the transmitted signal; 

Speed of the aircraft; 

Sampling frequency for the resampling process. 
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3.1.2.2 Secondary parameters 

According to the primary parameters, we can derive secondary parameters, such as the 

parameters of the signal which are used to do de-ramping, and the sampling frequency. 

® Pulse width of the signal used to do de-ramping 

pulse width of the transmitted signal +(swath width / speed of light) 

=30 Ust(375m / 3*108(m/s)) = 32.5 us. 

> Bandwidth of the signal used to do de-ramping 

Rate of change of frequency * pulse width of the transmitted signal 

= 600 MHz /30 us * 32.5 us = 650 MHz. 

© Sampling frequency 

Sampling frequency>2*Carrier Frequency 

>2*33.56GHz 

=70GHz. 

3.1.3 Outputs 

The output of the SAR sensor model is a 12-bit data word, which would be presented to 

the post processor to do phase and frequency compensation. 
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3.2 Implementation Using SPW 

3.2.1 Overview of Comdisco SPW[Comi 93] 

Basically, the SAR sensor model is a signal processing model. The Block Diagram 

Editor(BDE) 1s the basic design environment of the Signal Processing 

WorkSystem(SPW). Instead of coding details of the design, we can use BDE to design the 

sensor model at a high level. 

In SPW, there is an option called Radar library. So we can use the Radar Library to 

simulate and analyze radar signals and signal processing signals. 

The Hardware Design System(HDS) is an add-on package to SPW that adds fixed-point 

simulation and synthesis capabilities to the system. HDS models the behavior of fixed- 

point digital signal processing systems, and it also automates hardware synthesis process 

by generating VHDL descriptions of architectural hardware designs. 

3.2.2 Schematic Description of the SAR Sensor Model 

There are two kinds of SAR SPW models, one is a bit-vector model, and the other is a 

real number model. 

2 dams 2 toes og 
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In SPW, if we can use the primitives of the HDS library and construct the architectural 

model of the SAR sensor model, then we can generate VHDL code for the sensor model, 

automatically. Of course, we need to construct the subblocks first. Fig.3.4 shows the 

complex multiplier used in the bit-vector model. All elements in the subblock are from the 

HDS library in SPW. Fig. 3.5 shows the schematic description of the bit-vector sensor 

model, where Complex Tone is used to generate the carrier frequency information(Eqn. 

3.2), which is used to do down-converting; Neg is used to do the conjugate. In Fig. 3.5, 

Transmitted Signal is down-converted by Complex Tone, Neg 1, and Complex Multiplier 

1; Received signal is down-converted by Complex Tone, Neg 1, and Complex Multiplier 

2; the de-ramp process is done by Neg 2 and Complex Multiplier 3. 

x Bs 

Teg 
  

  

Pl sek 
& 

Bley Pr   

  

  
          

  

Fig. 3.4 Complex Multiplier 

In SPW, the only way to generate a chirp signal in fixed-point is to produce it in the Signal 

Calculator, then save it in a file. Therefore, the transmitted signal and the received signal, 
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as well as the complex tone in Fig. 3.5 are from files. These files require a large amount of 

memory space, because data items in each file are large. For example, for a transmitted 

signal, the carrier frequency is 33.5GHz, the sample frequency is 70GHz, and the 

pulsewidth is 30us. Then just for one pulse, there will be 2,100,000 data items in each file. 

Since accuracy is very important in SAR signal processing, using fixed point numbers may 

not be advisable. Therefore, a floating point number SPW model is necessary. 
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Fig. 3.5 
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3.2.2.2 Real Number SPW Model 

In the Radar library of SPW, Chirp just generates a complex Linear Frequency Modulated 

pulse train and it does not contain any carrier frequency information. So, based on the 

Chirp block, we can generate the LFM with carrier frequency in it. Fig. 3.6 shows the 

block which generates LFM, in which "complex tone" is used to generate the carrier 

frequency signal, and Fig. 3.7 shows the SPW real number model, in which "Gen_chirp” is 

the block described in Fig. 3.6. "Z-35000" is a delay block used to simulate the received 

signal. "COMPLEX TONE" is used to generate the carner frequency information. 

"COMPLEX TONE", "COMPLEX CONJ" and a multiplier make up a down-converter. 

"7-1" is used to compensate for the timing difference between the transmitted signal and 

the received signal. The "COMPLEX CONJ" and the multiplier after "Z-l" are used for 

de-ramping process. 

  

  

      

  

      

  

      

COMPLEX 

TONE } 

CHIRP 7p 
s_freq}>—x 

+ nt 

Fig. 3.6 Generated LFM signal 
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The C code of this SPW real number model can be generated automatically from SPW 

using the SPW Code Generation System, which potentially could be converted to VHDL. 

Although the conversion of C to VHDL is not the task of this thesis, the C SAR model 

still provides great help in developing the VHDL stand-alone model. Appendix A shows 

this C SAR model produced by SPW. 

The output of the SPW model can be saved in a data files, which can be used in some test 

benches as file I/O. 

3.3 Modeling with VHDL 

The SPW real number model is accurate, and the advantage of it is that we can do 

frequency analysis in SPW, and then get the range information from the FFT results. 

However, we can't generate VHDL code from this model, because it is a floating-point 

number model. SPW only supports automating the hardware synthesis process by 

generating VHDL descriptions of fixed-point architectural hardware designs. So, we have 

to generate the VHDL code by other means. 

3.3.1 Structural Model 

Since the SPW real number model is structural, we will also generate a structural VHDL 

model. The components are: CHIRP , COMPTFP, COMPMUL, GENCHIRP, DELAY, 

NEG, DECIMATE and CHANGE. The GENCHIRP primitive is composed of CHIRP, 

COMPTFP, COMPMUL. A brief description of each of these components is given below. 
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CHIRP : 

This block is used to generate the chirp signal(Eqn. 2.44 and Eqn. 3.1, where t=nT,). It 

corresponds to CHIRP in SPW, which in addition to a complex tone is used to generate 

the transmitted signal from the radar or received signal from the target. The inputs to the 

primitive are the bandwidth(bw), sampling frequency(samp_freq), pulse width(pw), pulse 

repetition frequency(prf), sample number(N). The outputs are the real part(R) and the 

imaginary part(I) of the chirp signal generated. Fig. 3.8 shows the VHDL code of this 

primitive. 

COMPTFP : 

This block is used to generate the complex tone(Eqn. 3.2, where t=nT,), and it 

corresponds to COMPLEX-TONE in SPW, which is used as a carrier for the chirp signal 

to be transmitted from the radar. The inputs are the carrier frequency(freq), sampling 

frequency(samp freq) and sample number(N). The outputs are real part(R) and the 

imaginary part(I) of the generated complex tone. Fig. 3.9 shows the VHDL code for the 

COMPTFEP component. 
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--E-ntity: CHIRP 
  

use work. MATH REAL.all; 

entity CHIRP is 
port ( bw : in REAL; 

samp _ freq: in REAL; 

pw: in REAL; 

prf: in REAL; 

N: in REAL; 

R: out REAL; 

I; out REAL ), 

end CHIRP; 

use work. MATH _REAL.all; 

architecture BEHAVIOR of CHIRP is 

begin 

process 

variable k: REAL := 0.0; 

variable period: REAL := 0.0; 

variable curtime: REAL := 0.0; 

variable curval: REAL := 0.0; 

begin 

wait on N; 

k := bw/ pw; 

period := 1.0/prf; 
curtime := N/ samp_freq; 

curval := curtime - floor ( curtime / period ) * period; 

if curval< pw then 

R <= cos ( MATH PI *k*N * N/(samp_freq * samp_freq) ); 

I <= sin ( MATH PI *k * N * N/ (samp_freq * samp_freq) ); 

else 

R <= 0.0; 
[<= 0.0; 

end if; 

end process, 

end BEHAVIOR; 
  

Fig. 3.8 VHDL Code for CHIRP 
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--Entity Name: Comptfp 

  

use work. MATH REAL.all; 

entity COMPTFP is 

port (freq: in REAL; 

samp freq: in REAL; 

N: in REAL; 

R: out REAL; 

I; out REAL ),; 
end COMPTFP; 

use work. MATH REAL.all; 

architecture BEHAVIOR of COMPTFP is 
begin 

process 
begin 

wait on N; 

R <= cos (2.0 * MATH PI * freg * N/samp_freq ); 

[<= sin (2.0 * MATH PI * freq * N/ samp_freq ); 
end process; 

end BEHAVIOR; 

  

Fig. 3.9 VHDL code for COMPTFP 

COMPMUTL: 

This block is used as a complex multiplier, and it corresponds to Fig. 3.4. Fig.3.10 shows 

the VHDL code for the COMPMUL component. Two complex inputs are fed in terms of 

their respective real and imaginary parts Rini, Rin2 and lin], Iin2. The resultant complex 

output consists of their real and imaginary parts Rout and [out. In this primitive, it is 

necessary to check the limit of the signal, because the Synopsys Simulator requires data be 

bounded: otherwise the result may overflow. 
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--Entity Name: COMPMUL 
  

use work. MATH REAL.all; 
entity COMPMUL is 

port (Rinl: in REAL := 0.0; 

lint: in REAL := 0.0; 

Rin2: in REAL := 0.0; 

lin2: in REAL := 0.0; 

Rout: out REAL; 

lout: out REAL); 

end COMPMUL; 

use work. MATH REAL.all; 
architecture BEHAVIOR of COMPMUL is 

begin 

process 
variable rvi: REAL := 0.0; 

variable rv2: REAL := 0.0; 

variable iv]: REAL := 0.0; 

variable iv2: REAL := 0.0; 

begin 

wait on Rinl, linl, Rin2, lind ; 

if Rin] < -1.0e+36 then 

rvl := -1.0e+36; 

else 

rvl := Rinl; 

end if; 

if Rin2 < -1.0e+36 then 
rv2 := -1.0e+36; 

else 

rv2 := Rin2: 

end if; 

if linl < -1.0e~36 then 

ivi := -1.0e+36; 

else 

ivi -= Tint; 

end if:   
  

Fig.3.10 VHDL code for COMPMUL 
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if lin2 < -1.0e+36 then 

iv2 := -1.0e+ 36; 

else 

iv2 = lind; 

end if; 

Rout <=rvl * rv2 -ivi * iv2; 

flout <=rvl *iv2 + rv2 * ivi; 

end process; 

end BEHAVIOR; 

  

Fig.3.10 VHDL code for COMPMUL (Continued) 

DELAY : 

This block is used to simulate the received signal by producing a delayed version of the 

transmitted signal. It corresponds to "Z-35000" in SPW, where "35000" can be 

parameterized. This generic delay is proportional to the distance of the target region from 

the radar. Fig. 3.11 shows the VHDL code for the DELAY component. 
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--Entity Name: DELAY 
  

--use work. MATH REAL.all; 

entity DELAY is 
generic (DEL: INTEGER); 

port(X: — in REAL; 

Y: out REAL ); 

end DELAY; 

use work. MATH REAL.all; 

architecture BEHAVIOR of DELAY is 

type REAL VECTOR is array (NATURAL range <>) of REAL, 

begin 

process 
variable V: REAL VECTOR (0 to DEL-I ) := (others => 0.0); 

begin 
wait on X; 

¥ <=V (DEL-1); 
for i in DEL-1 downto | loop 

V(i) := V(i-1); 
end loop; 
V0 r= Xx: 

end process; 

end BEHAVIOR; 

  

Fig. 3.11 VHDL code for DELAY 

NEG: 

This block is used to compute the complex conjugate, corresponding to Conjugate in 

SPW. The inputs are represented by their real part RX and imaginary part IX. The 

computed complex conjugate consists of a real part RY and a complex part TY. Fig. 3.12 

shows the VHDL code for NEG. 
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--Entity Name: NEG 

  

use work. MATH REAL.all; 

entity NEG is 

port( RX: in REAL; 
1X: in REAL; 

RY: out REAL; 
LY: out REAL ); 

end NEG; 

use work. MATH REAL.all; 

architecture BEHAVIOR of NEG is 

  
  

begin 

process 
begin 

wait on LX ; 

RY <= RX; 
[Y <= -1X; 

end process; 

end BEHAVIOR; 

Fig. 3.12 VHDL code for NEG 

DECIMATE : 

This block is used to resample data using decimation, thereby reducing the number of 

samples. The decimation factor DEC is a generic input. The inputs are the real and 

imaginary parts of the signal RX and [X, and the sample number N. The outputs are the 

real and imaginary parts of the output sequence. Fig. 3.13 shows the VHDL code for the 

decimate component. 
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--Entity Name: DECIMATE 

use work. MATH REAL.all; 

entity DECIMATE is 

generic (DEC: INTEGER); 

port (RX: in REAL; 

LX: in REAL; 

N: in REAL; 

RY: out REAL; 

[Y: out REAL ); 

end DECIMATE; 

use work. MATH REAL.all; 

architecture BEHAVIOR of DECIMATE is 

begin 

process 
variable cnt: integer :=0; 

begin 

wait on N; 

if N = 1.0 then 

RY <= RX; 
LY <= IX; 

end if; 

cnt := integer(N) rem DEC; 
if cnt = 0 then 

RY <= RX; 
IY <= 1X; 

end if; 

end process; 

end BEHAVIOR;     
  

Fig. 3.13 VHDL code for DECIMATE 
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CHANGE: 

This block is used to change the data format from real to bit vector; it performs as an A/D 

converter. The input is RIN which is real and the output is BOUT which is in bit vector 

format. Fig. 3.14 shows the VHDL code for the change component. 
  

  

  

--[:ntity Name: CHANGE 
  

use work. MATH REAL.all; 

entity CHANGE is 
generic (TBIT: INTEGER; 

IBIT: INTEGER); 
port (RIN. in REAL; 

BOUT: out BIT VECTOR(TBIT-I downto 0)); 

end CHANGE; 

use work. MATH REAL.all; 
architecture BEHAVIOR of CHANGE is 

function INT _TO_BIN 

(INPUT: INTEGER; N: INTEGER) 
return BIT VECTOR is 

variable FOUT: BIT VECTOR(N-I downto 0); 
variable TEMP_A: INTEGER := 0; 
variable TEMP _B: INTEGER := 0; 

begin 

TEMP_A := INPUT; 
for i in N-I downto 0 loop 

TEMP_B := TEMP_A/(2**)); 
TEMP _A := TEMP _A rem (2 **I); 

if (TEMP_B =1) then 
FOUT() := 'T; 

else 
FOUT(i) := '0; 

end if; 

end loop: 
return FOUT; 

end INT TO BIN: 
  

Fig. 3.14 VHDL code for CHANGE 
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function INC (X: BIT VECTOR) 
return BIT VECTOR is 

variable XV: BIT VECTOR (X'LENGTH-1 downto 0); 
begin 

AV 7 = X; 

for i in 0 to XV'HIGH loop 

if XV (i) = '0' then 
XV(i) t= "yt 

exit; 

else 

AV(i) = '0'; 

end if; 

end loop; 

return XV; 

end INC; 

function INVB (X: BIT VECTOR) 
return BIT VECTOR is 

variable XV: BIT VECTOR (X'LENGTH-1 downto 0); 

begin 

XV := X; 
for iin 0 to XV'HIGH loop 

if XV(i) = '0' then 
AV(i) = 'T'; 

else 

AV (i) -= "0 
end if; 

end loop; 

return XV; 

end INVB; 

begin 

L1: process 

variable INT: INTEGER := 0; 

variable DEC: INTEGER : = 0; 

variable fr: REAL := 0.0; 

variable abrin: REAL := 0.0; 

variable TEMP: BIT VECTOR(TBIT-2 downto 0); 
variable TEMPB: BIT VECTOR(TBIT-2 downto 0); 

begin 

wait on RIN: 
  

Fig. 3.14 VHDL Code for CHANGE (Continue) 
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if RIN < 0.0 then 

BOUT(TBIT-1) <= 'T'; 
else 

BOUT(TBIT-1) <= '0’; 
end if, 

abrin : = abs(RIN); 

Jt := floor(abrin); 

INT := integer(fr); 

if IBIT /= 0 then 

TEMP(TBIT-2 downto TBIT-IBIT-1) := INT _TO_BIN(INT. IBIT); 
end if: 

DEC := integer((abrin-fr) / (1.0/256.0)); 

TEMP(TBIT-IBIT-2 downto 0) := INT_TO_BIN(DEC, TBIT-IBIT-1); 
if RIN < 0.0 then 

TEMPB := INVB(TEMP); 

BOUT(TBIT-2 downto 0) <= INC(TEMPB) ; 

  

else 

BOUT(TBIT-2 downto 0) <= TEMP; 

end if; 
end process L1; 

end BEHAVIOR; 

Fig. 3.14 VHDL Code for Change (Continue) 

GENCHIRP .« 

This block is used to generate the transmitted signal(Eqn. 2.44 and Eqn. 3.1, where t=nT,) 

from the radar by modulating the chirp signal with the carrier frequency signal. Fig.3.15 

shows the schematic for genchirp which depicts the decomposition of the genchirp block 

in terms of the CHIRP, COMPTFP, and COMPMUL blocks. 
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Fig. 3.15 Genchirp 

PASS : 

This component just passes the input to the output, and is used to make compensations for 

delta delay problems during simulation. Fig. 3.16 shows the VHDL code for this primitive. 
  

  

--Entity Name: PASS 
  

use work. MATH REAL.all; 
entity PASS is 

port (RX: in REAL; 
IX: in REAL; 
RY: out REAL; 

IY: out REAL ); 

end PASS; 

use work. MATH REAL.all; 
architecture BEHAVIOR of PASS is 

begin 

process 

begin 

wait on RX, IX; 

RY <= RX; 

IY = LX; 
end process; 

end BEHAVIOR:   
  

VHDL Code for PASS 
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Based on all these primitives described above, we can generate the whole SAR structural 

VHDL model, as shown in Fig. 3.17, where "GENCHIRP" corresponds to the block 

shown in Fig. 3.15, which is used to generate the transmitted signal; two "DELAY'"s delay 

the received signal. The down converting section is composed of carrier frequency 

information generator "COMPTFP", conjugator "NEG", timing compensator "PASS" and 

a multiplier "COMPMUL". Deramping section is composed of a conjugator "NEG" and 

four multipliers "COMPMUL", and a decimation section is composed of two 

"DECIMATE"s and four A/D converters "CHANGE", two "CHANGE"s for each 

polarization. 

  

      
To simutate the recieved signkt 

Down Converting 

Section 

      Cecimating section     
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3.3.2 Procedure based stand alone real number VHDL model 

Unless the SAR VHDL model can simulate in a reasonable amount of time, the usefulness 

of VHDL in SAR system will be limited. Thus, the code developed should simulate as 

efficiently as possible. A major factor affecting simulation efficiency is the number of 

signals in a model, because each signal requires time queue processing. Therefore, the use 

of complex structural models should be avoided, because they tend to have a large signal 

interconnect and queue processing overhead. One way to solve this problem is to code 

SAR models which rely on variables to communicate values and use procedure calls to 

represent SAR primitives. All of this is internal to a VHDL process. Thus signal 

scheduling overhead is minimized. 

In this procedure based model, we use an alternative algorithm to simulate the received 

signal of SAR sacrificing memory space to save simulation time. This space is used to 

stored the transmitted signal. You need a copy of the transmitted signal to process the 

returned signal. Originally, the transmitted signal was regenerated when the received signal 

was processed. Now we store it instead of regenerating it. This is the time and space 

tradeoff. The first thought of using this algorithm comes from the inability to use a delay 

primitive in the procedure based VHDL model due to timing problems. It should be clear 

that this algorithm can be used in structural model as well, however, it would sacrifice the 

structural purity, which means we can not invoke a delay component, instead, we will 

have to code the delay block directly in the highest entity model. 

Due to the different modeling style and the time and space tradeoff, the procedure calls 

model achieve the 60:1 speed improvement as compared to the VHDL structural model, 
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while other research work shows that 20% of the improvement is due to the different 

modeling style. 

The VHDL code for the procedure call model is shown in Fig. 3.18. 
  

  

--Entity Name: SAR_TB_ MODEL 
  

use work. MATH REAL.all; 

use work.SAR_TB_PRIMITIVES.all; 

entity SAR_TB_ MODEL is 
generic (DEC: INTEGER; 

DEL: INTEGER); 
port ( bw: in REAL; 

freq: in REAL; 

samp freq: in REAL; 

pw: in REAL; 
prf: in REAL; 

N: in REAL; 
RRA: inout REAL; 

IRH: inout REAL; 
RBH: inout BIT VECTOR(TBIT-1I downto 0); 

IBH: inout BIT VECTOR(TBIT-1 downto 0); 
RRYV: inout REAL; 

IRV: inout REAL; 

RBY: inout BIT VECTOR(TBIT-1 downto 0); 
IBV: inout BIT VECTOR(TBIT-1 downto 0)); 

end SAR_TB_ MODEL; 

use work. MATH REAL.all; 

use work.SAR_TB_PRIMITIVES.all; 

architecture PROCEDURE_CALLS of SAR_TB_MODEL is 
begin 

Ll; process 

Fig. 3.18 Procedure based stand alone real number VHDL Model 
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variable vbw: REAL; 

variable vfreq: REAL; 

variable vsamp_ freq: REAL; 

variable vpw: REAL; 

variable vprf: REAL; 

variable vN: REAL; 

variable vRRH: REAL; 

variable vIRH: REAL; 

variable vRBH: BIT VECTOR(TBIT-1 downto 0); 

variable vIBH: BIT VECTOR(TBIT-1I downto 0); 

variable vRRV: REAL; 

variable vIRV: REAL; 

variable vRBV: BIT VECTOR(TBIT-1 downto 0); 

variable vIBV: BIT VECTOR(TBIT-1I downto 0); 

variable vdel: integer; 

variable vdec: integer; 
variable RI: REAL := 0.0; 

variable I1: REAL := 0.0; 

variable R2: REAL := 0.0; 

variable [2: REAL := 0.0; 

variable R3: REAL := 0.0; 

variable [3: REAL := 0.0; 

variable R-4: REAL := 0.0; 

variable [4: REAL := 0.0; 

variable R5: REAL := 0.0; 

variable [35: REAL := 0.0; 

variable R6: REAL := 0.0; 

variable I6: REAL := 0.0; 

variable R7: REAL := 0.0; 

variable [7: REAL := 0.0; 

variable DRI: REAL := 0.0; 

variable DIT: REAL := 0.0; 

variable NI2: REAL := 0.0; 

variable NI3: REAL := 0.0; 

variable NI4: REAL := 0.0; 

variable NR2: REAL := 0.0; 

variable NR3: REAL := 0.0; 

variable NR4: REAL := 0.0: 

variable NR6: REAL := 0.0; 

variable NI6: REAL := 0.0; 

variable PRI: REAL := 0.0; 
  

Fig. 3.18 Procedure based stand alone real number VHDL Model(Continue) 
 



  

  

variable PII: REAL := 0.0; 

variable PR3: REAL := 0.0; 

variable PI3: REAL := 0.0; 

variable PRS: REAL := 0.0; 

variable PIS: REAL := 0.0; 

variable PR6: REAL := 0.0; 

variable PI6: REAL := 0.0; 

variable RRH1: REAL := 0.0; 

variable [RH1: REAL := 0.0; 

variable RRV1: REAL := 0.0; 

variable IRV]: REAL := 0.0; 

variable RC1: REAL := 0.0; 

variable ICI: REAL := 0.0; 

variable RC2: REAL := 0.0; 

variable IC2: REAL := 0.0; 

variable VHR: REAL VECTOR (0 to 3*DEL-1) := (others => 0.0); 

variable VHT: REAL VECTOR (0 to 3*DEL-1) := ( others => 0.0); 

variable curint: integer; 

begin 

wait on N; 

vbw := bw; 
vfreq := freq; 

vsamp_freg := samp_freq; 
vpw := pw; 

vprf := prf; 
VN := N; 

VRRH := RRA; 
VIRH := IRH; 
VRBH := RBH; 

vVIBH := IBH; 
VRRV := RRV; 
VIRV := IRV; 
VRBV := RBV; 

vVIBV := IBV; 
vdel := DEL; 
vdec := DEC; 

  

Fig. 3.18 Procedure based stand alone real number VHDL Model(Continue) 

 



  

  

CHIRP (vbw, vsamp_freq, vpw, vprf, vN, RCI, IC1); 

COMPTFP ( vfreq, vsamp_freq, vN, RC2, IC2); 
COMPMUL (RCI, ICI, RC2, IC2, Rf, I); 

curint := integer(vN),; 

VWHR(curint+ DEL) := Rd; 

VAl(curint+ DEL) := [1: 

DRI := VHR(curint-1); 

Dil := VHI(curint-1); 

COMPTFP ( vfreq, vsamp_fregq, vN, R2, [2); 
NEG ( R2, 12, NR2, NI2); 
COMPMUL (NR2, NI2, RI, Il, R4, [4); 
COMPTFP (vfreq, vsamp_freq, vN, R3, [3 ); 
NEG (R3, 13, NR3, NI3); 
COMPMUL (DRI, Dil, NR3, NI3, RS, [5); 
NEG ( R4, [4, NR4, NI4 ); 
COMPMUL ( NR4, NI4, RS, 15, RRH1, [RH1); 
DECIMATE (vdec, RRH1, IRH1, vN, vRRH, vIRH); 
CHANGE ( vRRH, vRBH); 
CHANGE (vIRH, vIBH); 
COMPTFP (vfreq, vsamp_freq, vN, R6, 16 ); 
NEG (R6, 16, NR6, NI6); 
COMPMUL (DRI, DI1, NR6, NI6, R7, £7); 
COMPMUL ( NR4, NI4, R7, 17, RRV1, IRV1); 
DECIMATE ( vdec, RRV1, IRV1, vN, vRRV, vIRV); 
CHANGE (vRRV, vRBV); 
CHANGE (vIRV, vIBV); 
RRA <= vRRH; 

IRH <= vIRH; 

RBH <= vRBH; 
IBH <= vIBH; 
RRV <= vRRV; 
IRV <= vIRV; 
RBV <= vRBV; 
IBV ~= vIBV; 
end process; 

end PROCEDURE_CALLS; 

Fig. 3.18 Procedure based stand alone real number VHDL Model(Continue) 
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The package SAR_TB_PRIMITIVES used in this model is shown in Appendix B. 

3.4 SPW Schematic Capture Tool 

As described in Chapter 1, whenever the Model Under Test is a VHDL model, it is 

necessary to generate a VHDL model for the testbench generator. Since SPW is very 

popular in many companies, it 1s quite necessary to generate VHDL code from the 

schematics generated from SPW, but SPW can not generate a real number VHDL model. 

3.4.1 Source File 

Fortunately, SPW generates one file called "$netlist" for every model. Fig. 3.19 shows an 

example of a "$netlist" file. 

  

__NUM INST _ 14 2 spb_simulate 

__INST_ BLK BGN__ 
__INST BEGIN _ spb cmpix_sink symbol 472 

__ DEFAULT VECLEN _ 2 
_ IOVEC_BGN__ 

X 2 
_ IOVEC_END __ 

__PSCALR_BGN__ 
file_comment 'Unfiltered data’ 

format ‘binary’ 
order_num I 
path 'xu/out2' 

select_order I 
target prompt ‘Select target signal’ 

__PSCAER_END__ 
_INST_END _   
  

Fig.3.19 $netlist in SPW 
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__INST BEGIN _ spb cmplx_conj symbol 584 
_ DEFAULT VECLEN _ 2 
_ IOVEC_BGN__ 

X 2 
Z2 

_ IOVEC_END __ 
_ PSCALR_BGN __ 

hold _in val 0.0 

PSCALR_END _ 
INST END __ 
__INST_ BEGIN _ comm cmplx_tone_1 symbol 764 

_ DEFAULT VECLEN _ 2 
_ IOVEC_BGN__ 

X 2 
_ IOVEC_END __ 

__PSCALR_BGN__ 
after _errs ‘stop’ 

frequency 33.56e9 

hold_in_val 0.0 

no_blk errs 1 
overflow_val 0.0 
s freq 70e9 

table 9000 
_ PSCALR_END __ 

__ INST END __ 
__INST BEGIN _ radar chirp symbol 808 

__ DEFAULT VECLEN _ 2 
_ IOVEC_BGN__ 

Z2 
_ IOVEC_END __ 

__PSCALR_BGN__ 
after_errs ‘stop’ 
amp 1.0 

band 600e6 

dur 30e-6 
hold_in_val 0.0 

no_blk errs 1 

overflow _val 0.0 

prf 1500.0 

samp 70e9 

__ PSCALR_ END __ 
INST END 

  

  

Fig.3.19 $netlist in SPW(Continue) 

 



  

__INST BLK END _ 
__NODE_BLK BGN _ 

_ NODE BGN _ 
__ OUTPUTS BGN _ 

Z 424 
_ OUTPUTS END _ 
__ INPUTS BGN _ 

X 472 
__ INPUTS END _ 

_ NODE END _   
  

Fig. 3.19 Snetlist in SPW (Continue) 

As we can see from the $netlist file, this file contains all the information about the 

parameters of the blocks, and the connecting information between all these blocks. 

Therefore, this file is the beginning point for capturing the schematics. 

3.4.2 Methodology 

When it comes to a VHDL file which uses procedure calls, we need the information on the 

parameters used by the procedures, the input and output information of every procedure, 

the procedure name, etc. Therefore, we have to extract all those information from the 

above file "Snetlist". 

0 Extract structural information 

As we notice that each occurrence of "| INST BEGIN _" correspondes to a block in the 

schematic. We can simply use a shell file to do this job. 

  

|S) ~ *_ INST BEGIN _S { print $3, 85 >"f1"} 

Fig. 3.20 Extract structural information 
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0 Extract input/output information 

"NODE _BGN_ "and "_NODE_END" mean a net in the schematics. Fig. 3.21 shows 

the shell file. 

  

/ NODE_BGN_’,’_NODE_END _ { 
if ($1 ==" OUTPUTS BGN _") { 

getline; 

if (i==0) {print "PO","O", $2,31>"f2"} 

else { 

print "P" i,"O"", $2,$1>"f2"} 

; 
if ($1 == "INPUTS BGN_") { 

getline; 

while (81 !=" INPUTS END _") § 
if (==0) {print "PO", "I", $2,81>"f2"} 
else 

print "P" i,"T", $2,$81>"f2"} 
getline; } 
} 

if($l ==" NODE END _") § 
i++; 

} 
i 
  

Fig. 3.21 Extract input/output information 

0 Extract parameters 

Some parameters in SPW won't be used in the VHDL model, so we have to extract what 

we need. Fig. 3.22 shows the shell file. 
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/_ INST BEGIN_/,/_ INST END _/{ 
if ($1 ==" INST BEGIN _")f{ 

print $3, $5 > "f3" 
} 

else if ($1 !=" INST END _") { 
if ($1 != "file comment") && (81 != "filter") && ($1 != "format")) £ 

if ($1 != "function") && ($1 != "resample")) { 

if (31 != "target prompt") && ($1 != "hold_in_val")){ 
if ($1 != "select order") && ($1 != "after _errs")){ 

if ($1 != "order num") && ($1 != "no_blk_errs")) § 
if (S1 != "overflow val") && ($1 != "table")) £ 

if (S1 != "mrx_mindelay") && ($1 !="path")) £ 
if (31 != “initial val") { 

print $0 > "f3" 

} 
} 

j 

    
Fig. 3.22 Extract parameters 

0 Extract Output port of the model 

In SPW, the output data is saved in a block called "sink"; however, in VHDL, we need to 

save it to a file. Fig. 3.23 shows the shell file used to extract the output block. 

  

| sink: { print $3, $5 >"f5"} 

Extract sinks Ga
 

WO
 

Ga
 

Fig. 
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0 VHDL package 

Now we have all the information we need except a package that includes all the procedure 

calls that correspond to the blocks in SPW. This package is included in Appendix C. 

3.4.3 Output of the schematic capture tool 

The output of the schematic capture tool is a VHDL model and its testbench file. An 

example is shown in Fig. 3.24 and Fig. 3.25 

  

use work. MATH REAL.all; 

use work. PRIMITIVES. all; 

entity SAR _TB AUTO is 

port (N : in REAL; 

cmplx_sink X: out COMPLEX); 
end SAR_TB_ AUTO; 

use work. MATH _REAL.all; 
use work. PRIMITIVES. all; 

architecture SPW2VHDLS of SAR_TB_AUTO is 
begin 

process 

  
variable PQ: 

variable PI: 

variable P2: 

variable P3: 

variable P-4: 

variable P35: 

variable P6: 

variable P?: 

COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX: 
  

Fig. 3.24 VHDL file generated by the schematic capture tool 
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variable P8: 

variable P9: 

variable P10 

variable P11: 

variable P12: 

variable P13: 

variable P 1-4: 

variable P13: 

variable P16: 

variable P17: 

variable P18: 

variable P19: 

variable P20: 

variable P21: 

variable P22: 

variable P23: 

variable P24: 

variable P25: 

variable P26: 

variable P27: 

variable P28: 

variable P29: 

variable P30: 

variable P31: 

variable P32: 

COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
: COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 

COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 

COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 
COMPLEX; 

COMPLEX; 

  
variable frequency: REAL; 
variable s_fregq: REAL; 

variable amp: REAL; 
variable band: REAL; 

variable dur: REAL; 

variable prf: REAL; 

variable samp: REAL; 

variable vN: REAL; 

variable v0: COMPLEX VECTOR (0 to 2*035000) :=(others => (0.0,0.0)); 

variable vi: COMPLEX VECTOR (0 to 2*035000) :=(others => (0.0,0.0)); 

variable curint: integer; 

begin 

wait on N; 

frequency := 33.56e9: 
s freq: 70.0e9; 
  

Fig. 3.24 VHDL file generated by the schematic capture tool(Continue) 
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amp := 1.0; 

band := 600.0e6; 

dur := 30.0e-6; 

prf := 1500.0; 

samp := 70.0e9; 

VN :=N; 

curint := integer(vN); 

cmplx_tone_1! (frequency, s_freq, vN, P31); 

chirp (amp, band, dur, prf, samp, vN, P27); 

cmplx_tone_I (frequency, s_freq, vN, P17); 
cmplx_tone_1I (frequency, s_ freq, vN, P15); 

cemplx_conj (P15, P21); 
cemplx_mult ( P31, P27, P8); 
cmplx_conj {( P17, P7); 

vO(curint+ 035000) := P8; 

P6 -= vO(curint-1); 

cmplx_mult (P21, P6, P2); 

cmplx_mult (P9, P2, PI); 

cmplx_conj ( P0, P9); 
cmplx_mult ( P8, P7, PO); 
cmplx_sink_X <= P1; 

end process; 

end SPW2VHDLS; 
  

Fig. 3.24 VHDL file generated by the schematic capture tool(Continue) 
  

use work. MATH _REAL.all; 

use work. PRIMITIVES.all; 

entity SAR_TB_AUTO_TB is 
end SAR _TB_AUTO_TB; 
architecture TEST of SAR_TB_AUTO_TB is 

signal N: REAL; 
signal cmplx_sink_X : COMPLEX: 
component SAR_TB_ AUTO 

port (N: in REAL; 

cmplx_sink X: out COMPLEX); 
end component; 
for Cl: SAR_TB_AUTO use entity work.SAR_TB_AUTO (SPW2VHDLS); 

begin 
Cl: SAR_TB_AUTO 
port map(N, cmplx_sink_X); 

end TEST: 

Fig. 3.25 Testbench file generated by the schematic capture tool 
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Chapter 4 Simulation Results 

The parameters used in simulation have to be clarified before going into the details of 

simulation. 

According to the RASSP Benchmark[MIT94], the primary parameters are: 

® Squint angle = 90° 

© Carrier frequency=33.56GHz 

® Swath width=375m 

® Nominal range to the center of the swath=7.26km 

> Pulse repetition frequency of the transmitted signal=1.5kHz 

0 Bandwidth of the transmitted signal=600MHz 

© Pulsewidth of the transmitted signal=30us 

© Speed of the aircraft=100m/s 

® Sampling frequency for the resampling process=125MHz 

As we have derived the secondary parameters in Chapter 3, the bandwidth of the signal 

used to do deramping is 650MHz, and the pulsewidth of it is 30us, and the sampling 

frequency is 70GHz. 
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Unless we use a program like Xpatch[Demo93] to generate the returned signals from the 

target, we have to simulate the returned signal. Ideally, the returned signal is just the 

transmitted signal after some delay time. Suppose the delay is 0.5ys, since the sampling 

frequency is 70GHz, then, the delay is: 

0.5*10-6*70* 109=35,000 samples 

So, we can simulate the returned signal as the transmitted signal after 35,000 points delay. 

And due to the memory space we need in the simulation, the total simulation is 70,000 

points. 

4.1 Simulation results of SPW Model 

According to the schematics described in Chapter 3, we get the transmitted signal as 

shown in Fig. 4.1. Due to the limitation of the paper, we can only show part of the 

transmitted signal. The unit of time axis is the sample number, which can be translated into 

seconds by multiplying (1/(70*10%)) for Fig. 4.1 to Fig. 4.4. 
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Fig. 4.1 Transmitted signal 

antenna and the target, there 1s a delay of the signal. In order to see the signal clearly, Fig. 

4.3 shows the detail of this signal. Then Fig. 4.4 shows the output data of the SPW real- 

number model. 
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When we do an FFT on the output data, we get Fig. 4.5. We can measure from SPW 

Signal Calculator that the peak appears at a frequency of 0.00014495Hz in Fig. 4.5, 

Because K=bw/t=600MHz/30\1s=2* 1013, and sampling frequency is 70*109Hz, the time 

delay 1s: 

0.00014495* 70*10° 

2*10" 
  = 0507*10 °° = 0.5078 

This is consistent with the delay we set at first. 
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Fig.4.5 Frequency Analysis of Output data 

Then we need to resample the output data. Because the previous sampling frequency is 

70* 109Hz, the new sampling frequency is 125MHz. Therefore, we can decimate the 

output data to get the result. The decimate rate is: 
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70 *10° 

125*10° 700 

Fig. 4.6 shows the data after decimation, where the unit of time axis is also sample 
numbers, which can be translated into seconds by multiplying by (1/(125*10®)). 
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Fig. 4.7 Shows the frequency analysis of the resampled output data. 
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Fig. 4.7 Frequency Analysis of the Resampled Output Data 

As we can see from Fig. 4.7, the peak also appears at frequency of 0.00014495Hz, which 

is consistent with the frequency analysis of the previous output data. 

4.2 Simulation Results of VHDL model 

The output of the VHDL structural model is shown in Fig. 4.8. And the output of the 

procedure model is shown in Fig. 4.9. 
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Output of VHDL Structural Model 
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Fig. 4.8 Output of the VHDL structural model 
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4.3 Simulation Results of SPW Schematic Capture Tool model 

The output of the SPW schematic capture tool model is shown in Fig. 4.10. 

Output of VHDL Model Generated from SPW 
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Output of the schematic capture tool model 

As we can see from the above , all the outputs from different models are consistent. 
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Chapter5 Conclusions and Future Work 

This thesis presents a methodology for transformation of the mathematical representations 

of signals and sensors into VHDL models. The SPW model is used to verify the 

correctness of the mathematical representation. The VHDL structural model gives a 

structural description of the model, however, the VHDL procedure based model is more 

efficient. Both the VHDL structural model and procedure based model are parameterized. 

The user can input the primary parameters as they wish. This thesis also presents a method 

to generate VHDL code automatically from SPW schematic descriptions. 

However, there may be other methods to generate VHDL code automatically from SPW, 

for example, one could convert the C code generated by SPW to VHDL code. Also we 

can use different methods to simulate the received signal, for example using Xpatch to 

generate the SAR signature prediction, and then feed these data into the VHDL model. 

Both of these approaches could be some future work. 
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Appendix A_ C Code of SAR SPW Real Number Model 

[HE A He He HE HH He AH He FE He He He EE He He A eke Ee A ek ae Ae A 

[* */ 
/* This confidential and proprietary software may be used only */ 

/* as authorized by a licensing agreement from the Summit Group of —_*/ 

/* Cadence Design Systems, Inc. In the event of publication, the */ 

/* following notice is applicable: */ 
[* */ 
/* (C) COPYRIGHT 1994 SUMMIT GROUP OF CADENCE DESIGN SYSTEMS, 
INC. */ 
/* ALL RIGHTS RESERVED */ 

/[* */ 

/* The entire notice above must be reproduced on all authorized */ 

/* copies. */ 

[* */ 
9 Re I He ke ee A He A He ke He ee ke ee kee ke He ke ee ee ee Ae ee fe 2 ke ee ee Ae te ee ee ee / 

2 Re HE A Re A He Ae eA RH Ae A Re HE Fe ke ee AC ke AE ee ee 2 He eee ee a ee ee fe ke ee EK / 

/* */ 

/* System Name: sar */ 
/* Creation Date: Tue Jan 31 10:32:26 1995 */ 

/* File: sar.c */ 

/* */ 
[RAC C I  OI IC I OIGR R I RAC IIOI I AEC i RC 2k 2k 2k AC I A HA AE HE 7 

/* System Include Files */ 

#include "cgs.h" 
#define SPW_BASE RATE 1.000000000000000000e+00 

#include "cgssig.h" 
/* Declare Iteration and Default Value */ 

#define SPW_MAXIT 70000 

DEF STATIC_LONG(spwmax, SPW_MAXIT); 

/* Declare Noise Seed and Default Value */ 
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#define SPW_NOISE_ SEED 1 
DEF_STATIC_LONG(spw_noise_seed, SPW _NOISE_ SEED); 

/* Disconnected Input Buffers */ 
DISC_DECL(L_inbuf, Int, 8); 
DISC_DECL(D_inbuf, Double, 8); 

OVEC_DECL(V_I inbuf); 
OVEC_DECL(V_D._inbuf); 

/* Disconnected Output Buffers */ 
DISC_DECL(L_outbuf, Int, 8); 

DISC_DECL(D_outbuf, Double, 8); 
OVEC_DECL(V_I_outbuf); 
OVEC DECL(V_D_outbuf); 

[Fe EE A He He Ae A He He ee Ae 8 Ae ee He 2 ke 2 2 ee A 2 ke 2 ke 2 Ae Ae ke A A te ek Hk ob / 

[* */ 
/* Parameter Declarations */ 
[* */ 
[96 Re ee ee ke ee ee ee ee ke ee ee fe ee fe He 2 ee fe A 2 fe 2 he ke Ae 2 ee te ie ke Ae ke ie ee ok 2 / 

STATIC Double P_frequency_1728 cmplx_tone_1 = 3.356000000000000000e+10; 
STATIC Double P_hold_in_val_1728 cmplx_tone_1 = 0.000000000000000000e+00; 

STATIC Double P_s freq_1728 cmplx_tone_1 = 7.000000000000000000e+10; 
STATIC Long  P_table_1728 cmplx_tone_1 = 9000; 
STATIC Double P_hold_in val_1744 cmplx_conj = 0.000000000000000000e+00; 

STATIC Double P_initial_val_ 1596 cmplx_zdel = 0.000000000000000000e+00; 
STATIC Long P_mrx_mindelay_1596 cmplx_zdel = 35000; 
STATIC Double P_hold_in_val_1612_cmplx_mult = 0.000000000000000000e+00; 
STR_PDECL(P_file_comment_1680_cmplx_sink, 28, "Down-converted received data"); 
STATIC Long  P_order_num_1680_cmp!Ix_sink = 1; 
STR_PDECL(P_path_1680_cmplx_sink, 7, "xu/Down"); 

STATIC Double P_frequency_1760 cmplx_tone_1 = 3.356000000000000000e+ 10; 
STATIC Double P_hold in val_1760_cmplx_tone_1 = 0.000000000000000000e+00; 
STATIC Double P_s freq _1760_cmplx_tone_1 = 7.000000000000000000e+ 10; 
STATIC Long _P_table_1760_cmplx_tone_1 = 9000; 

STATIC Double P_hold_in_val_1628_cmpix_conj = 0.000000000000000000e+00; 
STATIC Double P_frequency_1796 cmplx_tone_1 = 3.356000000000000000e+ 10; 

STATIC Double P_hold in val 1796 cmplx_tone_1 = 0.000000000000000000e+00; 
STATIC Double P_s_ freq_1796_cmplx_tone_1 = 7.000000000000000000e+ 10; 
STATIC Long  P_table_1796 cmplx_tone_1 = 9000; 

STATIC Double P_amp_ 1776 chirp = 1.000000000000000000e+00; 
STATIC Double P_band_1776_chirp = 6.000000000000000000e+08; 

STATIC Double P_dur_1776 chirp = 3.0000000000000004 15e-05; 

STATIC Double P_ hold in val_1776 chirp = 0.000000000000000000e+00; 
STATIC Double P_prf_1776_chirp = 1.500000000000000000e+03; 
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STATIC Double P_samp_1776_chirp = 7.000000000000000000e+ 10; 

STATIC Double P_hold_in_val_1660_cmplx_mult = 0.000000000000000000e+00; 
STR_PDECL(P_file_comment_1816_cmplx_sink, 18, "Transmitted Signal"); 
STATIC Long  P_order_num_1816_cmplx_sink = 1; 
STR_PDECL(P_path_1816 cmplx_sink, 5, "xu/tr"); 
STATIC Double P_hold_in_val_1644_cmplx_mult = 0.000000000000000000e+00; 

STATIC Double P_initial_val_1712_cmplx_zdel = 0.000000000000000000e+00; 

STATIC Long P_mrx_mindelay_1712_cmplx_zdel = 1; 
STATIC Double P_hold_in_val_1696_cmplx_conj = 0.000000000000000000e+00; 

STATIC Double P_hold_in_val_ 1564 cmplx_mult = 0.000000000000000000e+00; 

STR_PDECL(P_file_comment_1580_cmplx_sink, 13, "Deramped data"); 
STATIC Long  P_order_num_1580_cmplx_sink = 1, 
STR_PDECL(P_path_1580_cmplx_sink, 9, "xu/deramp"); 

STATIC Double P_hold in val_1548 cmplx_realimag = 0.000000000000000000e+00; 

STR_PDECL(P_file_comment_1532_ sink, 11, “Output data"); 
STATIC Long _P_order_num_1532_sink = 1; 

STR_PDECL(P_path_1532_sink, 7, "xu/out3"); 
[1 A 2 ke ee Ee A Ae RE EE ee ee EE 26 eA He 7 

[* */ 
/* Output Declarations */ 

/* */ 
I ICRC IO RI IOC IO CR I AICI A AF RAE RF RF A EK HH HE / 

OVEC_DECL(O_X_1728_cmplx_tone_1); 
OVEC_DECL(O_Z_1744_cmplx_conj); 
OVEC_DECL(O_OUT_1596_cmplx_zdel); 

OVEC_DECL(O_Z_1612_cmplx_mult); 

OVEC_DECL(O_X_1760_cmplx_tone_1); 
OVEC DECL(O_Z_ 1628 cmplx_cony); 

OVEC_DECL(O_X_1796_cmplx_tone_1); 

OVEC_DECL(O_Z_1776_chirp); 
OVEC_DECL(O_Z_1660_cmplx_mult); 
OVEC_DECL(O_Z_1644_cmplx_mult); 
OVEC_DECL(O_OUT_1712_cmplx_zdel); 

OVEC_DECL(O_Z_1696_cmplx_con)); 
OVEC DECL(O_Z_ 1564 _cmplx_mult); 

STATIC Double O_real_1548_ cmplx_realimag; 
PRES OOCCIG OCIA ICICI I IOI ACI IORI ACI III FOICIOR 7 A 3 1 1 A Fe CAE IE He A HE A AH / 

/* */ 
/* State Declarations */ 

/* */ 
PAS OSG ORO IOS ISAS SICR ICR I III RI IEIR ICCI RIOR ACACICR ICI A I a AC AC A A A CR AA A AE / 

STATIC Double past_1728_cmplx_tone_1; 
STATIC Double csc_1728 cmplx_tone_l; 
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STATIC Double cot_1728_cmplx_tone_1; 
STATIC Double pscl_1728_cmplx_tone_1; 
STATIC Double phz_1728 cmplx_tone_1; 

STATIC Ovector data_1728_ cmplx_tone_1; 

STATIC Complex *delay_1596_cmplx_zdel; 
STATIC Complex *end_1596 cmplx_zdel; 
STATIC Complex *ptr_in_1596_cmplx_zdel; 

STATIC Complex *ptr_out_1596 cmplx_zdel; 
STATIC CgsSig *sig_1680_ cmplx_sink; 

STATIC Ovector data_1680_cmplx_sink; 
STATIC Long npts_1680_cmplx_sink = 0; 

STATIC Double past_1760_cmplx_tone_1; 

STATIC Double csc_1760_ cmplx_tone_1; 

STATIC Double cot_1760_ cmplx_tone_1; 
STATIC Double pscl_1760_cmplx_tone_1; 
STATIC Double phz_1760_cmplx_tone_1; 

STATIC Ovector data_1760_cmplx_tone_1; 
STATIC Double past_1796 cmplx_tone_1; 

STATIC Double csc_1796 cmplx_tone_1; 

STATIC Double cot_1796 cmplx_tone_1; 
STATIC Double pscl_1796_cmplx_tone_1; 
STATIC Double phz_1796_cmplix_tone_1; 

STATIC Ovector data_1796_cmplx_tone_1; 
STATIC Int _half_pulse_1776_chirp; 
STATIC Int —nzero_1776_ chirp; 
STATIC Double arg 1776 chirp; 
STATIC Int —iter_1776_ chirp; 

STATIC CgsSig *sig 1816 cmplx_sink; 

STATIC Ovector data_1816_cmplx_sink; 
STATIC Long  npts_1816 cmplx_sink = 0; 
STATIC Complex *delay_1712_cmplx_zdel; 

STATIC Complex *end_1712_cmplx_zdel; 

STATIC Complex *ptr_in_1712_cmplx_zdel; 
STATIC Complex *ptr_out_1712_cmplx_zdel; 

STATIC CgsSig *sig_1580_cmplx_sink; 
STATIC Ovector data_1580_cmplx_sink; 
STATIC Long npts_1580_cmplx_sink = 0; 

STATIC CgsSig *sig_1532_sink; 

STATIC Ovector data_1532_sink; 

STATIC Long = npts_1532_ sink = 0; 
ORIG OBOE CIC BIO ISIS IGRI IO IC ICICI ICICI I I ACR ICI I ICA TEI IAA AH AAR IRAE HH / 

/* * / 

/* Block Variables */ 
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| 
PRRROC OCC CICI CCCI COICO C CCIE AEC IOCO ICICI IOI OIG ICICI / 

/* Undefine STATIC for auto declarations */ 
#ifdef STATIC 

#undef STATIC 

#define STATIC 

#endif 

MAIN(argc, argv) 

int argc; 

char **arov; 

spwGetArgs(argc, argv); 

spwSysInit(); 

spwinitCode(); 

spwRunCode(); 

spwTermCode(); 

spwExit(SYS_OK); 

} 
ABCC ICCC ICICI CIOCCCICIC ICCC COICO AIO I CICICICIC ICICI AICI IC I Ak / 

[* */ 
/* System and Vector Initialization */ 

/* */ 
[7A ee ACCC III GOOG I Ak A 4 4 44 2 / 

int 

spwsysInit() 

{ 
CGS_VARINIT(spw_noise_seed); 
DISCVECALLOC(V_D_inbuf, 'C’, 8); 
DISC_START(D_inbuf, V_D_inbuf); 
DISCVECALLOC(V_I inbuf, 'B', 8); 
DISC_START(I_inbuf, V_I_ inbuf); 

DISCVECALLOC(V_I_ outbuf, 'B’, 8); 
DISC_START(I_outbuf, V_I_outbuf); 
DISCVECALLOC(V_D_outbuf, 'C’", 8); 
DISC_START(D_outbuf, V_D_outbuf); 

OVALLOC_DECL(O_X_1728 cmplx_tone_1, 2, 'C’,; VEC_MEM, 0, 0, 0); 

OVALLOC_DECL(O_Z_ 1744 cmplx_conj, 2, 'C’, VEC_MEM, 0, 0, 0); 

OVALLOC_DECL(O_OUT_1596_cmplx_zdel, 2, 'C’, VEC_MEM, 0, 0, 0); 
OVALLOC DECL(O_Z_ 1612 cmplx_mult, 2, 'C’, VEC_MEM, 0, 0, 0); 
OVALLOC DECL(O_X_1760_cmplx_tone_1, 2, 'C’, VEC MEM, 0, 0, 0); 
OVALLOC DECL(O_Z_1628 cmplx_conj, 2, 'C’, VEC_MEM, 0, 0, 0); 
OVALLOC DECL(O_X_1796 cmplx_tone_1, 2, 'C', VEC_MEM, 0, 0, 0); 
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OVALLOC_DECL(O_Z_1776_ chirp, 2, 'C', VEC_MEM, 0, 0, 0); 
OVALLOC DECL(O_Z_1660 cmplx_mult, 2, 'C’, VEC_MEM, 0, 0, 0); 

OVALLOC_DECL(O_ Z_ 1644 cmplx_mult, 2, 'C', VEC_MEM, 0, 0, 0); 

OVALLOC_DECL(O_OUT_1712_cmplx_zdel, 2, 'C',; VEC_MEM, 0, 0, 0); 
OVALLOC_DECL(O_Z_ 1696 cmplx_conj, 2, 'C’, VEC_MEM, 0, 0, 0); 

OVALLOC_DECL(O_ Z_1564 cmplx_mult, 2, 'C’, VEC_MEM, 0, 0, 0); 

[7 A I A A ee 2 A Re ee ke fe ke kee ee ee ee 2k 2 2 fe ee 2 eke fe fe ie 2 2 ee ee / 

/* */ 
/* Initialization Code */ 
/* */ 
[8 2 ee i RR A I RC ke ee ee ee He 2 ee ee Fe fe He te Ae Fe Fee 2 He HE He 2 EH / 

int 
spwInitCode() 

int spw_initinst; 

int spw_blockrate = 1; 
/* 

* Library: comm, Function: cmplx_tone_1, Model: symbol, Instance: 
* 1728 
*/ 
spw_initinst = 1728; 
pscl_1728 cmplx_tone_1 =PI2/P_s_freq_1728_cmplx_tone_1; 
cot_1728_cmplx_tone_1 = 1.0/tan(pscl_1728_cmplx_tone_1 * 

P_frequency_1728_cmplx_tone_1); 
csc_1728 cmplx_tone_1 = 1.0/ sin(pscl_1728_cmplx_tone_1 * 

P frequency_1728_cmplx_tone_1); 
past_1728_cmplx_tone_1 = cot_1728_cmplx_tone_1 / csc_1728_cmplx_tone_1; 

Dvfill(P_hold_in_val_1728 cmplx_tone_1, O_X_1728_cmplx_tone_1); 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_conj, Model: symbol, Instance: 1744 = */ 

spw_initinst = 1744; 

((Double *) O_Z_1744_cmplx_conj->virtstart)[0] = 

P hold in val 1744 cmplx_conj; 

- ‘((Double *)O Z_1744_cmplx_conj->virtstart)[1] = 

P_ hold in_val_1744_cmplx_conj; 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_zdel, Model: symbol, Instance: 1596 */ 

spw_initinst = 1596, 
§ 
d 
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Int n= P_mrx_mindelay_1596 cmplx_zdel; 
Complex *D; 

p = delay_1596_cmplx_zdel = (Complex *) Oalloc(VEC_MEM, n * 

sizeof(Complex)); 
end_1596_cmplx_zdel = delay_1596_cmplx_zdel + n; 

while (n-- > 0) { 
p->real = p->imag = P_initial_val_ 1596 cmplx_zdel; 

ptt, 
} 
ptr_in_1596_cmplx_zdel = ptr_out_1596_cmplx_zdel = 

delay 1596 cmplx_zdel; 

} 
Dvfill(P_initial val_ 1596 cmplx_zdel, OQ OUT_1596 cmplx_ zdel); 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_mult, Model: symbol, Instance: 1612 = */ 

spw_initinst = 1612; 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_sink, Model: symbol, Instance: 1680 = */ 

Spw_initinst = 1680; 

data_1680_ cmplx_sink = OvAlloc(SIG_BLOCK_SIZE << 1, NULL); 
OvSetStepSize(data_1680_cmplx_sink, 2); 
sig_ 1680 cmplx_sink = sigWnteOpen(P_path_1680_cmplx_sink, SIG_BINARY); 

sigSetComment(sig_1680_cmplx_sink, P_file_comment_1680_cmplx_sink); 

sigSetSampleFreq(sig_1680 cmplx_sink, cgsSamplingRate()); 

sigSetStartTime(sig_1680_cmplx_sink, 0.0); 

sigWriteHeader(sig_ 1680 cmplx_sink, TYPE _ COMPLEX); 

sigGetsimOrder(P_order_num_1680_cmplx_sink); 

/* 

* Library: comm, Function: cmplx_tone_1, Model: symbol, Instance: 

* 1760 
*/ 
spw_initinst = 1760; 
pscl_1760_cmplx_tone_1 = PI12/P_s_freq_1760_cmplx_tone_1, 

cot_1760_cmpix_tone_! = 1.0/ tan(pscl_1760_cmplx_tone_1 * 
P_frequency_1760_cmplx_tone_1); 
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csc_1760_cmplx_tone_1 = 1.0/sin(pscl_1760_cmplx_tone_1 * 
P_frequency_1760_cmplx_tone_1); 

past_1760_cmplx_tone_1! = cot_1760_cmplx_tone_1 / csc_1760_cmplx_tone_1; 

Dvfill(P_hold_in_val_1760_cmplx_tone_1, O_X_1760_cmplx_tone_1); 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_conj, Model: symbol, Instance: 1628 —*; 
Spw_initinst = 1628; 

((Double *) O_Z_ 1628 cmplx_conj->virtstart)[0] = 
P_hold_in_val_ 1628 cmplx_conj; 

((Double *) O_Z_1628 cmplx_conj->virtstart)[1] = 

P hold _in_val 1628 cmplx_conj; 

/* 

* Library: comm, Function: cmplx_tone_1, Model: symbol, Instance: 

* 1796 
*/ 
spw_initinst = 1796; 

pscl_1796 cmplx_tone_1 = PI2/P_s freq_1796 cmpix _tone_1; 
cot_1796_cmplx_tone_1 = 1.0/ tan(pscl_1796_cmplx_tone_1 * 

P_frequency_1796_cmplx_tone_1); 

csc_1796_cmplx_tone_1 = 1.0/ sin(pscl_1796_cmplx_tone_1 * 
P_frequency_1796 cmplx_tone_1); 

past_1796_cmplx_tone_1 = cot_1796 cmplx_tone_1/csc_1796 cmplx_tone_1; 

Dvfill(P_hold_in_val_1796_cmplx_tone_1, O_X_1796_cmplx_tone_1); 

/* Library: radar, Function: chirp, Model: symbol, Instance: 1776 */ 

spw_initinst = 1776; 
half _pulse_1776_chirp = P_samp_1776_ chirp * P_dur_1776_chirp + 0:5; 
half pulse 1776 chirp = (half_pulse_ 1776 chirp - 1) >> 1; 
nzero_1776_chirp = P_samp_1776 chirp /P_prf_1776_chirp + 0.5; 

nzero_1776_chirp -= half_pulse_1776_chirp; 

arg 1776_chirp = PI * P_band_1776 chirp /(P_samp_1776_chirp * 
P_samp_1776_ chirp * P_dur_1776_ chirp); 

{ 
Double *7zp = (Double *) OvGetVirtStart(O_Z_1776_chirp); 

zp[0] = zp[1] = P_hold_in_ val_i776_chirp; 
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D_outbuf[0] = P_samp_1776_ chirp; 
iter_1776_chirp = -half_pulse_1776 chirp; 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_mult, Model: symbol, Instance: 1660 = */ 
spw_initinst = 1660; 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_sink, Model: symbol, Instance: 1816 = */ 
spw_initinst = 1816; 

data_1816_cmplx_sink = OvAlloc(SIG_BLOCK_SIZE << 1, NULL); 

OvSetStepSize(data_1816 cmplx_sink, 2); 
sig_ 1816 cmplx_sink = sigWriteOpen(P_path_1816_cmplx_sink, SIG BINARY), 

sigSetComment(sig_1816_cmplx_sink, P_file_ comment_1816 cmplx_sink); 

sigSetSampleFreq(sig_ 1816 cmplx_sink, cgsSamplingRate()); 

sigSetStartTime(sig_ 1816 cmplx_sink, 0.0); 

sigWriteHeader(sig_1816 cmplx_sink, TYPE COMPLEX); 

sigGetsimOrder(P_order_num_1816_cmplx_sink); 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_mult, Model: symbol, Instance: 1644 = */ 

Spw_initinst = 1644; 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_zdel, Model: symbol, Instance: 1712 = */ 

spw_initinst = 1712; 

{ 
Int n=P_mrx_mindelay_1712_cmplx_zdel; 

Complex *p; 

p = delay_1712_cmplx_zdel = (Complex *) Oalloc(VEC_MEM, n * 
sizeof(Complex)); 

end_1712_cmplx_zdel = delay_1712_cmplx_zdel + n; 

while (n-- > 0) { 
p->real = p->imag = P_initial_val_1712_cmplx_zdel; 

prt, 
} 
ptr_in_1712_cmplx_zdel = ptr_out_1712_cmplx_zdel = 

delay_1712_cmplx_zdel:; 
r 
J 
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Dvfill(P_initial_val_1712_cmplx_zdel, O_OUT_1712_cmplx_zdel); 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmpix_conj, Model: symbol, Instance: 1696 —*/ 
Spw_initinst = 1696; 

((Double *) O_Z_1696_cmplx_conj->virtstart)[0] = 

P_hold_in_val_1696_cmplx_conj; 
((Double *) O_Z_ 1696 cmplx_conj->virtstart)[1] = 

P_hold_in_val_1696_cmplx_conj; 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_mult, Model: symbol, Instance: 1564 = */ 
Spw_initinst = 1564; 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_sink, Model: symbol, Instance: 1580 = */ 

Sspw_initinst = 1580; 
data_1580_cmplx_sink = OvAlloc(SIG_BLOCK_SIZE << 1, NULL); 
OvSetStepSize(data_1580_cmplx_sink, 2); 

sig_ 1580 cmplx_sink = sigWriteOpen(P_path_ 1580 cmplx_ sink, SIG BINARY); 

sigSetComment(sig_1580 cmplx_stink, P_file_ comment_1580_cmplx_sink); 
sigSetSampleFreq(sig_1580 cmplx_sink, cgsSamplingRate()); 

sigSetStartTime(sig_1580_ cmplx_sink, 0.0); 

sigWriteHeader(sig_1580_cmplx_sink, TYPE _ COMPLEX); 

sigGetsimOrder(P_order_num_1580_cmplx_sink); 

4 

/* 

* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_realimag, Model: symbol, Instance: 
* 1548 

*/ 
Spw_initinst = 1548; 

O_real_1548_cmplx_realimag = P_hold_in_val_1548_cmplx_realimag; 

D_outbuf[0] = P_hold_in_val_1548_cmplx_realimag; 

/* Library: spb, Function: sink, Model: symbol, Instance: 1532 */ 

spw_initinst = 1532; 
printf{"CGS sink block can not resample data\n"); 

spwExit(SYS_ FATAL); 
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data_1532_sink = OvAlloc(SIG_BLOCK_SIZE, NULL), 
sig_1532_sink = sigWriteOpen(P_path_1532_sink, SIG_BINARY),; 

sigSetComment(sig_1532_sink, P_file_comment_1532_sink); 
sigSetSampleFreq(sig_1532_ sink, cgsSamplingRate()); 

sigSetStartTime(sig_1532_ sink, 0.0); 

sigWriteHeader(sig_1532_ sink, TYPE REAL): 

sigGetsimOrder(P_order_num_1532_sink); 

} 
RICCI GRCARIOICI CGC CCCI ICR ICICI GIGI IO IC ITO ICICI I iC AC 1K / 

[* */ 

/* Run Code */ 

[* */ 
17 A A He 2 AR Ck I Ak A A EE ke EE  / 

int 

spwRunCode() 

{ 
Double AP _s_freq_1728 cmplx_tone_1=P_s freq_1728 cmplx_tone_1; 
Double AP frequency 1728 cmpix_tone_1 = 

P_frequency_ 1728 cmplx_tone_1; 
Ovector AO_X_1728 cmplx_tone_1 =O_X_ 1728 cmplx_tone_1; 
Ovector AO_Z_ 1744 cmplx_conj = O_Z_1744_cmplx_conj; 
Int AP mrx_mindelay_1596 cmplx_zdel = 

P_mrx_mindelay_1596_cmplx_zdel; 
Ovector AO_OUT_1596_cmplx_zdel = O_OUT_1596_cmplx_zdel; 

Ovector AO_Z_ 1660 _cmplx_mult =O Z_1660_cmplx_mult; 
Ovector AO Z 1612 cmplx_mult =O _Z_1612_cmplix_mult; 
Double AP s freq 1760 cmplx_tone_1=P_s freq 1760 cmplx_tone_1; 
Double AP _frequency_1760 cmplx_tone_1 = 

P frequency _1760_cmplx_tone_1; 
Ovector AO_X_1760_cmplx_tone_1 = O_X_1760_cmplx_tone_1; 

Ovector AO Z 1628 cmplx_conj=O Z_ 1628 cmplx_conj; 
Double AP _s freq_1796 cmplx_tone_1 =P_s freq_1796_cmplx_tone_1; 
Double AP frequency_1796 cmplx_tone_1 = 

P_ frequency 1796 cmplx_tone_1; 

Ovector AO_X_1796_cmplx_tone_1 =O X_1796_cmplx_tone_1; 

Ovector AO_ Z_ 1776 chirp = O_Z_1776_chirp; 

Double AP amp 1776 chirp = P_amp_1776_chirp; 
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Ovector AO_Z_1644 cmplx_mult=O Z 1644 cmplx_mult; 
Int AP_mrx_mindelay_1712_cmplx_zdel = 

P_mrx_mindelay_1712_cmplx_zdel; 
Ovector AO_OUT_1712_cmplx_zdel = O_OUT_1712_cmplx_zdel; 

Ovector AO Z 1696 cmplx_conj =O_Z_ 1696 cmplx_conj; 

Ovector AO_Z 1564 cmplx_mult =O Z 1564 cmpix_mult; 

Double AO_real_1548_cmplx_realimag = O_real_1548_cmplx_realimag; 

Long Spwi; 

for (spwi = 0; spwi < spwmax,; spwit+) { 

/* Instance: 1728, comm/cmplx_tone_1 (RO) */ 

{ 
REGISTER Double *op = (Double *) 

OvGetVirtStart(AO_ X_ 1728 cmplx_tone_1); 

REGISTER Double p = phz_1728_cmplx_tone_1; 

REGISTER Double c = cos(pscl_1728_cmplx_tone_1 * p); 

*optt = c, 
*op = past_1728_cmplx_tone_1 * csc_1728_cmplx_tone_1 - c * 

cot_1728 cmplx_tone_1; 

past_1728 cmplx_tone_1 =c; 

p += AP _frequency_1728_cmplx_tone_1; 

if (p >= AP_s freq_1728_cmplx_tone_1) 

p-=AP_s freq_1728 cmplx_tone_l; 
phz_1728 cmplx_tone_1 = p; 

} 

/* Instance: 1744, spb/cmplx_conj (RO) */ 

| . REGISTER Double *zp = (Double *) 

AO Z_1744_ cmplx_conj->virtstart; 
REGISTER Double *xp = (Double *) 

AO _ X_1728_cmplx_tone_1->virtstart, 

*z7pt+ = *xptt; 

"Zp = -*xp, 
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/* Instance: 1596, spb/cmplx_zdel (RO) */ 

{ 
{ 

REGISTER Complex *p = ptr_out_1596_cmplx_zdel; 

REGISTER Complex *o = (Complex *) 
OvGet VirtStart(AO_OUT_1596_cmplx_zdel); 

*o = *ot+: 

if (p >= end_1596_cmplx_zdel) 

p =delay_1596 cmplx_zdel; 
ptr_out_1596_ cmplx_zdel = p; 

} 

/* Instance: 1612, spb/cemplx_mult (RO) */ 

{{ 
REGISTER Double *xp = (Double *) 

AO Z 1744 cmplx_conj->virtstart; 

REGISTER Double *yp = (Double *) 
AO OUT_1596_cmplx_zdel->virtstart; 

REGISTER Double *zp = (Double *) 

AO_Z 1612 _cmplx_mult->virtstart; 

*zpt++ = xp[0] * yp[0] - xp[1] * yp[1]; 
*zp = xp[0] * yp[1] + xp[1] * yp[0]; 

} 

/* Instance: 1680, spb/cmplx_sink (RO) */ 

{ 
REGISTER Double *xp = (Double *) 

OvGetVirtStart(AO Z_ 1612 _cmplx_mult); 
REGISTER Double *dp = (Double *) 

OvGetCurr(data_1680_cmplx_sink); 

*dpt+ = *xpt+; 
*dp = *XxD; 

OvNext(data_1680_cmplx_sink); 

if (+4+npts_1680_cmplx_sink >= SIG_BLOCK_SIZE) { 
sigWrite(sig_1680_cmplx_sink, 

OvGetVirtStart(data_1680_cmplx_sink), npts_1680_cmplx_sink); 
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OvToBegin(data_1680_cmplx_sink); 

npts_1680_ cmplx_sink = 0; 

} 

/* Instance: 1760, comm/cmplx_tone_1 (RO) */ 

{ 
REGISTER Double *op = (Double *) 

OvGetVirtStart(AO_X_1760_cmplx_tone_1); 

REGISTER Double p = phz_1760_cmplx_tone_1; 

REGISTER Double c = cos(pscl_1760_cmplx_tone_1 * p); 

*optt = ¢; 
*op = past_1760_cmplx_tone_1 * csc_1760_ cmplx_tone_ 1 -c * 

cot_1760_cmplx_tone_1; 

past_1760_cmplx_tone_1 =c; 

p += AP frequency_1760_cmplx_tone_1; 

if(p >= AP_s freq_1760_cmplx_tone_1) 
p-=AP s freq_1760 cmplx_tone_1; 

phz_1760_cmplx_tone_1 =p; 

} 

/* Instance: 1628, spb/cmplx_conj (RO) */ 

{{ 
REGISTER Double *zp = (Double *) 

AO Z 1628 cmplx_conj->virtstart; 
REGISTER Double *xp = (Double *) 

AO_X_1760_cmplx_tone_1->virtstart; 

*z7pt+ = *xpt+; 

*7p = -*xp; 

} 
} 

/* Instance: 1796, comm/cmplx_tone_1 (RO) */ 

{ 
REGISTER Double *op = (Double *) 

OvGetVirtStart(AO X_1796_cmplx_tone_1); 
REGISTER Double p = phz_1796_cmplx_tone_1; 
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REGISTER Double c = cos(pscl_1796_cmplx_tone_1 * p); 

*optt = c; 
*op = past_1796_cmplx_tone_1 * csc_1796_cmplx_tone_1 - c * 

cot_1796_cmplx_tone_1; 

past_1796 cmplx_tone_1 =c; 
p += AP _frequency_1796_cmplx_tone_1; 

if (p >= AP_s freq 1796 cmplx_tone 1) 
p -= AP_s freq _1796_cmplx_tone_1; 

phz_1796 cmplx_tone_1 =p; 

j 

/* Instance: 1776, radar/chirp (RO) */ 

{ 
Double *zp = (Double *) 

OvGetVirtStart(AO_Z_ 1776 chirp); 

if (iter_ 1776 chirp <= half_pulse_1776_chirp) { 
Double ang = arg 1776 chirp * iter_1776_chirp * 

iter_1776_ chirp; 

*zp++ = AP_amp_1776_chirp * cos(ang); 

*z7p = AP_amp_1776_chirp * sin(ang); 

} else { 

zp[0] = zp[1] = 0.0; 
} 
iter_1776_chirp++; 

if (iter_1776_chirp >= nzero_1776_ chirp) 

iter_1776_chirp = -half_pulse_1776_chirp; 

} 

/* Instance: 1660, spb/emplx_mult (RO) */ 

tt 
REGISTER Double *xp = (Double *) 

AO_X_1796_cmplx_tone_1->virtstart; 

REGISTER Double *yp = (Double *) AO_Z_1776_chirp- 
>virtstart; 
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REGISTER Double *zp = (Double *) 
AO_Z_1660_cmplx_mult->virtstart; 

*zpt+ = xp[0] * yp[0] - xp[1] * yp{1]; 
*zp = xp[0] * yp[1] + xp[1] * yp[0]; 

} 

/* Instance: 1816, spb/cmplx_ sink (RO) */ 

{ 
REGISTER Double *xp = (Double *) 

OvGetVirtStart(AO_ Z_ 1660 _cmplx_mult); 

REGISTER Double *dp = (Double *) 
OvGetCurr(data_1816_cmplx_sink); 

*dpt+ = *xpt+; 

* dp _ *xp; 

OvNext(data_ 1816 cmplx_sink); 

if (++npts_1816 cmpix_sink >= SIG BLOCK_SIZE) { 
sigWrite(sig 1816 cmplx_sink, 

OvGetVirtStart(data_1816 cmplx_sink), npts_1816_cmplx_sink); 

OvToBegin(data_1816_cmplx_sink); 

npts_ 1816 cmplx_sink = 0; 

} 
} 

/* Instance: 1596, spb/cmplx_zdel (RI) */ 

{ 
{ 

REGISTER Complex *p = ptr_in_1596_cmplx_zdel; 

REGISTER Complex *1 = (Complex *) 

OvGetVirtStart(AO Z 1660 cmplx_mult); 

*pH+ = *j- 

if (p >= end_1596_cmpix_zdel) 

p = delay_1596_cmplx_zdel; 
ptr_in_1596_cmplx_zdel = p; 

} 

/* Instance: 1644, spb/cmplx_mult (RO) */ 
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tt 
REGISTER Double *xp = (Double *) 

AO_Z_ 1660 cmplx_mult->virtstart; 

REGISTER Double *yp = (Double *) 

AO_Z 1628 cmplx_conj->virtstart; 
REGISTER Double *zp = (Double *) 

AO Z 1644 cmplx_mult->virtstart, 

*zpt+ = xp[0] * yp[0] - xp[1] * yp[1]; 
*zp = xp[0] * yp[1] + xp[1] * yp[0]; 

} 

/* Instance: 1712, spb/cmplx_zdel (RO) */ 

{ 
{ 

REGISTER Complex *p = ptr_out_1712_cmplx_zdel; 

REGISTER Complex *o = (Complex *) 

OvGetVirtStart(AO OUT_1712_cmplx_zdel); 

*o = "pt; 
if (p >= end_1712_cmplx_zdel) 

p =delay_1712_cmplx_zdel; 
ptr_out_1712_ cmplx_zdel = p; 

} 

/* Instance: 1696, spb/cmplx_conj (RO) */ 

tt 
REGISTER Double *zp = (Double *) 

AO_Z_ 1696 _cmplx_conj->virtstart; 
REGISTER Double *xp = (Double *) 

AO_OUT_1712_cmplx_zdel->virtstart, 

*zptt = *xpt; 

*zp = -*xp, 
} 
} 

/* Instance: 1564, spb/cmplx_mult (RO) */ 

i 
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REGISTER Double *xp = (Double *) 
AO_Z_1696_cmplx_conj->virtstart; 

REGISTER Double *yp = (Double *) 
AO_Z_1612_cmplx_mult->virtstart; 

REGISTER Double *zp = (Double *) 
AO Z 1564 cmplx_mult->virtstart; 

*zpt+ = xp[0] * yp[0] - xp[1] * yp[1]; 
*zp = xp[0] * yp[1] + xp[1] * yp[0]; 

} 

/* Instance: 1580, spb/cmplx_sink (RO) */ 

{ 
REGISTER Double *xp = (Double *) 

OvGetVirtStart(AO_Z 1564 cmplx_mult); 
REGISTER Double *dp = (Double *) 

OvGetCurr(data_1580_cmplx_ sink); 

*dpt+ = *xpt+; 

“dp = *xp, 
OvNext(data_1580_cmplx_sink); 

if (++npts_1580_cmplx_sink >= SIG BLOCK_SIZE) { 

sigWrite(sig_1580_cmplx_sink, 
OvGetVirtStart(data_1580_cmplx_sink), npts_1580_cmplx_sink); 

OvToBegin(data_1580_cmplx_sink); 

npts_1580_cmplx_sink = 0; 

} 
} 

/* Instance: 1548, spb/cmplx_realimag (RO) */ 

{{ 
REGISTER Double *xp = (Double *) 

AO_Z_ 1564 _cmplx_mult->virtstart; 

AO real 1548 cmplx_realimag = *xp++; 

D_outbuf[0] = *xp; 

} 
y 
j 

/* Instance: 1532, spb/sink (RO) */ 

{ 
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DvSetCurr(data_1532_sink, AO_real_1548_cmplx_realimag), 
OvNext(data_1532_ sink); 

if (++npts_1532_sink >= SIG BLOCK _SIZE) { 
sigWrite(sig_1532_sink, OvGetVirtStart(data_1532_ sink), 

npts_1532_ sink); 

OvToBegin(data_1532_ sink); 
npts_1532 sink = 0; 

} 
} 

/* Instance: 1712, spb/cmplx_zdel (RI) */ 

{ 
{ 

REGISTER Complex *p = ptr_in_1712_cmplx_zdel; 

REGISTER Complex *i = (Complex *) 
OvGetVirtStart(AO_Z_1644_cmplx_mult); 

¥ ptt = *: 

if (p >= end_1712_cmplx_zdel) 

p =delay_1712_cmplx_zdel; 
ptr_in_1712_cmplx_zdel = p; 

} /* for */ 

1 ee ee ee ke ee 2 2 fe Fe 2 fe 2 Ae 2 fe ee ke kee 2k Ae kee ee ee ee fe ke oe ke Ne ake fe ke A ee ke 2 He 2k ek / 

/* */ 
/* Termination Code */ 

[* */ 
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int 

spwTermCode() 

/* 

* Library: comm, Function: cmplx_tone_1, Model: symbol, Instance: 

* 1728 
*/ 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_conj, Model: symbol, Instance: 1744 = */ 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_zdel, Model: symbol, Instance: 1596 = */ 
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/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_mult, Model: symbol, Instance: 1612 —*/ 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_sink, Model: symbol, Instance: 1680  */ 
if (npts_1680 cmplx_sink > 0) { 

sigWrite(sig_1680_cmplx_sink, OvGetVirtStart(data_1680_cmplx_sink), 
npts_ 1680 cmplx_sink); 

j 
sigWriteHeader(sig_1680_cmplx_sink, TYPE COMPLEX); 

sigFinish(sig_1680_cmplx_ sink); 

/* 

* Library: comm, Function: cmp!x_tone_1, Model: symbol, Instance: 
* 1760 
*/ 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_conj, Model: symbol, Instance: 1628 = */ 

/* 

* Library: comm, Function: cmplx_tone_1, Model: symbol, Instance: 

* 1796 

*/ 

/* Library: radar, Function: chirp, Model: symbol, Instance: 1776 */ 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_mult, Model: symbol, Instance: 1660 = */ 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_sink, Model: symbol, Instance: 1816 */ 

if (npts_ 1816 cmplx_sink > 0) { 
sigWrite(sig_ 1816 cmplx_ sink, OvGetVirtStart(data_1816 cmplx_sink), 

npts_1816 cmplx_sink); 

} 
sigWriteHeader(sig_1816_cmplx_sink, TYPE COMPLEX); 

sigFinish(sig_1816 cmplx_sink); 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_mult, Model: symbol, Instance: 1644 = */ 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_zdel, Model: symbol, Instance: 1712 = */ 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_conj, Model: symbol, Instance: 1696 = */ 

/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_mult, Model: symbol, Instance: 1564 = */ 
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/* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_sink, Model: symbol, Instance: 1580 = */ 
if (npts_1580_cmplx_sink > 0) { 

sigWrite(sig_1580_cmplx_sink, OvGetVirtStart(data_1580_cmplx_sink), 
npts_1580_cmplx_sink); 

} 
sigWriteHeader(sig_1580_cmplx_sink, TYPE COMPLEX); 

sigFinish(sig_1580_cmplx_ sink); 

/* 

* Library: spb, Function: cmplx_realimag, Model: symbol, Instance: 

* 1548 
*/ 

/* Library: spb, Function: sink, Model: symbol, Instance: 1532 */ 
if (npts_1532_sink > 0) { 

sigWrite(sig_1532_sink, OvGetVirtStart(data_1532_sink), 
npts_1532_sink); 

} 
sigWriteHeader(sig_ 1532 sink, TYPE REAL); 

sigFinish(sig_1532_ sink); 

} 
static int 

SpwExit(1) 

int 1; 

{ 
exit(1); 

} 
static int 

spwGetArgs(arge, argv) 

int argc; 

char ¥** argv; 

{ « 

int i; 

for (i = 1,1 < arge; i++) { 
if (argv[i][0] = '-') { 

switch (argv[i][1]) { 

case '1’: 

if (i+ 1) < argc) 

spwmax = atol(argv[i + 1}); 

else { 
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printf("usage: sar [-i iterations] [-n noise_seed]\n"); 

spwExit(SYS_ FATAL); 

} /* else */ 

break; 

case 'n': 

if (i + 1) < argc) 

spw_noise_seed = atol(argv[i+ 1]); 

else { 

printf("usage: sar [-1 iterations] [-n noise_seed]\n"); 

spwExit(SYS_ FATAL); 
} /* else */ 

break; 

default: 

printf("sar: Error: bad flag argument: “%s\n", argv[i]); 

printf("usage: sar [-1 iterations] [-n noise_seed]\n"); 

spwExit(SYS_ FATAL); 

} /* switch */ 
} /* if */ 

} /* for */ 

printf("sar: using iterations = “old and noise_seed = %ld\n", spwmax, 
spw_noise_seed); 

} 
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Appendix B_- Package for Procedure Based Stand Alone 
Real Number VHDL Model 

  

--Package declaration for the procedure based stand alone real number 

--vhd! model -- 
  

use work. MATH REAL.all; 

Package SAR_TB PRIMITIVES is 

constant TBIT: INTEGER :=12; 

constant IBIT: INTEGER :=?2; 

type REAL VECTOR is array (NATURAL range <>) of REAL; 

function INT_TO_BIN ( INPUT: INTEGER; N: INTEGER ) 
retum BIT VECTOR; 

function INC (X: BIT_ VECTOR) 
return BIT VECTOR; 

function INVB (X: BIT_VECTOR) 
return BIT_VECTOR; 

procedure CHANGE ( variable RIN: in REAL; 
variable BOUT: out BIT_VECTOR(TBIT-1 downto 0)); 

procedure CHIRP ( variable bw : in REAL; 

variable samp _ freq: in REAL; 
variable pw : in REAL; 

variable prf : in REAL; 
variable N : in REAL; 
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variable R : out REAL; 

variable I - out REAL ); 

procedure COMPMUL ( variable Rin]: in REAL; 

variable linl: in REAL; 

variable Rin2: in REAL; 

variable lin2: in REAL; 

variable Rout: out REAL; 

variable Iout: out REAL); 

procedure COMPTFP ( variable freq: in REAL; 

variable samp freq: in REAL; 

variable N: in REAL; 

variable R: out REAL; 

variable I: out REAL ); 

procedure DECIMATE ( variable DEC: in INTEGER; 

variable RX: in REAL; 

variable [X: in REAL; 

variable N: in REAL; 

variable RY: out REAL; 

variable [Y: out REAL ); 

procedure DELAY ( variable DEL: in INTEGER; 

variable cN: in REAL; 

variable X: in REAL; 

variable Y: out REAL ); 

procedure GENCHIRP ( variable bw: in REAL; 

variable freq: in REAL; 
variable samp_ freq: in REAL; 
variable pw: in REAL; 

variable prf: in REAL; 

variable N: in REAL; 

variable R: out REAL: 

variable I: out REAL ); 

procedure NEG ( variable RX: in REAL; 

variable IX: in REAL; 

variable RY: out REAL; 

variable TY: out REAL ); 

procedure PASS ( variable RX: in REAL; 
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variable IX: in REAL; 

variable RY: out REAL; 

variable TY: out REAL ); 

end SAR_TB PRIMITIVES; 

  

--Package body for procedure based stand alone real number 

--vhdl model -- 
  

use work. MATH REAL.all; 

Package body SAR_TB_ PRIMITIVES is 

function INT_TO_BIN 
(INPUT: INTEGER; N: INTEGER) 
return BIT VECTOR ts 

variable FOUT: BIT _VECTOR( N-1 downto 0); 

variable TEMP _A: INTEGER := 0; 

variable TEMP _B: INTEGER := 0; 

begin 

TEMP_A := INPUT; 
for iin N-1 downto 0 loop 

TEMP _B := TEMP_A/(2**I); 
TEMP _A:= TEMP Arem (2 **1); 
if ( TEMP_B =1) then 

FOUT() :='1; 
else 

FOUT(1) := '0'; 
end if: 

end loop; 

return FOUT; 

end INT_TO_BIN; 

function INC (X: BIT_VECTOR) 

return BIT_ VECTOR is 

variable XV: BIT_VECTOR (X'LENGTH-1 downto 0); 

begin 

XV =X; 

for iin 0 to XV'HIGH loop 

if XV(i) ='0' then 
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XV(i) :='1'; 

exit; 

else 

XV(i) = '0'; 

end if: 

end loop; 

return XV; 

end INC; 

function INVB (X: BIT_VECTOR) 

return BIT_ VECTOR is 

variable XV: BIT_ VECTOR (X'LENGTH-1 downto 0); 
begin 

XV =X; 

for iin 0 to XV'HIGH loop 

if XV(i) = '0' then 

XV(i) = '1'; 

else 

XV(i) = '0'; 

end if: 

end loop; 

return XV; 

end INVB; 

procedure CHANGE ( variable RIN: in REAL; 

variable BOUT: out BIT_VECTOR(TBIT-1 downto 0)) is 

variable INT: INTEGER := 0; 

variable DEC: INTEGER := 0; 

variable fr: REAL := 0.0; 

variable abrin: REAL :=0.0; 

variable TEMP: BIT VECTOR(TBIT-2 downto 0); 

variable TEMPB: BIT VECTOR(TBIT-2 downto 0); 

begin 

if RIN < 0.0 then 

BOUT(TBIT-1) :='1'; 

else 

BOUT(TBIT-1) :='0; 

end if; 

abrin := abs(RIN), 
tr = floor(abrin); 

INT := integer(fr); 
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if IBIT /= 0 then 

TEMP(TBIT-2 downto TBIT-IBIT-1) := INT_TO_BIN(INT, IBIT); 

end iff 

DEC := integer((abrin-fr) / (1.0/256.0)); 

TEMP(TBIT-IBIT-2 downto 0) := INT_TO_BIN(DEC, TBIT-IBIT-1); 

if RIN < 0.0 then 

TEMPB := INVB(TEMP); 

BOUT(TBIT-2 downto 0) := INC(TEMPB) ; 

else 

BOUT(TBIT-2 downto 0) := TEMP; 

end if; 

end CHANGE; 

procedure CHIRP ( variable bw :; in REAL; 

variable samp_freq : in REAL; 

variable pw : in REAL; 

variable prf : in REAL; 

variable N : in REAL: 

variable R : out REAL; 

variable I : out REAL ) is 

variable k: REAL := 0.0; 

variable period: REAL := 0.0; 

variable curtime: REAL := 0.0; 

variable curval: REAL := 0.0; 

begin 

k := bw/ pw; 

period := 1.0/ prf, 
curtime := N / samp_freq; 
curval := curtime - floor ( curtime / period ) * period; 
if curval< pw then 

R :=cos( MATH PI * k * N * N/ (samp_freq * samp_freq) ); 

I :=sin( MATH PI * k * N * N/(samp_freq * samp_freq) ), 

else 
R := 0.0; 

I := 0.0; 

end if; 

end CHIRP; 

procedure COMPMUL ( variable Rinl: in REAL ; 

variable linl: in REAL ; 

variable Rin2: in REAL ; 
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variable Iin2: in REAL ; 

variable Rout: out REAL; 

variable Iout: out REAL) is 

variable rv1: REAL := 0.0; 

variable rv2: REAL := 0.0; 

variable ivl: REAL := 0.0: 

variable iv2: REAL := 0.0: 

begin 

if Rin] < -].0e+36 then 

rvl := -1.0e+36; 

else 

rvl := Rinl,; 

end if: 

if Rin2 < -1.0e+36 then 

tv2 := -1.0e+36; 

else 

rv2 := Rin2; 

end if: 

if lin! < -1.0e+36 then 

iv] :=-1.0e+36; 

else 

ivl := inl; 

end if: 

if Jin2 < -1.0e+36 then 

iv2 := -1.0e+36; 

else 

iv2 := Iin2; 

end if; 

Rout :=rvl * rv2 - iv] * iv2; 

Jout :=rvl * iv2 + rv2 * ivl; 

end COMPMUL; 

procedure COMPTFP ( variable freq: in REAL; 

variable samp_ freq: in REAL; 
variable N: in REAL; 

variable R: out REAL; 

variable I: out REAL ) is 

begin 

R := cos ( 2.0 * MATH PI * freq * N/ samp_freq ); 

| = sin (2.0 * MATH PI * freq * N/ samp _freq ); 

end COMPTFEP; 
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procedure DECIMATE ( variable DEC: in INTEGER; 
variable RX: in REAL; 

variable IX: in REAL; 

variable N: in REAL; 

variable RY: out REAL; 
variable TY: out REAL ) is 

variable cnt: integer :=0; 

begin 

if N = 1.0 then 

RY := RX; 

IY := IX; 

end if: 

cnt := integer(N) rem DEC; 
if cnt = 0 then 

RY :=RX; 

IY :=IX; 

end if: 

end DECIMATE; 

procedure GENCHIRP ( variable bw: in REAL; 

variable freq: in REAL; 

variable samp freq: in REAL; 
variable pw: in REAL; 
variable prf: in REAL; 
variable N: in REAL; 

variable R: out REAL; 

variable I: out REAL ) is 

variable Rl: REAL; 

variable 11: REAL; 

variable R2: REAL; 

variable 12: REAL; 

begin 

CHIRP ( bw, samp _freq, pw, prf, N, R1, 11); 
COMPTFP ( freq, samp_freq, N, R2, 12); 

COMPMUL (RI, 11, R2, 12, R, D; 
end GENCHIRP; 

procedure NEG ( variable RX: in REAL; 
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variable IX: in REAL; 

variable RY: out REAL; 

variable TY: out REAL ) is 

begin 
RY := RX; 

IY :=-IX; 

end NEG; 

end SAR_TB_ PRIMITIVES; 
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Appendix C Package for Procedure Based Real 

Number VHDL Model Generated from SPW 

  

--Package declaration for the procedure based real number vhdl 

--model generated from SPW -- 
  

use work.MATH_ REAL. all; 

Package PRIMITIVES is 

constant TBIT: INTEGER :=12; 

constant IBIT: INTEGER :=2; 

type REAL VECTOR is array (NATURAL range <>) of REAL; 
type COMPLEX is array (0 to 1) of REAL; 

type COMPLEX VECTOR is array (NATURAL range <>) of COMPLEX; 

function INT_TO_BIN ( INPUT: INTEGER; N: INTEGER ) 

retumn BIT _VECTOR; 

function INC (X: BIT_VECTOR) 

return BIT VECTOR; 

function INVB (X: BIT_VECTOR) 

return BIT VECTOR; 

procedure CHANGE ( variable RIN: in REAL; 

variable BOUT: out BIT_VECTOR(TBIT-1 downto 0)); 

procedure chirp ( variable amp: in REAL; 
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variable bw : in REAL: 

variable pw : in REAL; 

variable prf : in REAL; 

variable samp_freq: in REAL; 
variable N : in REAL; 

variable C : out COMPLEX); 

procedure cmplx_mult ( variable X1: in COMPLEX: 
variable X2: in COMPLEX: 

variable Y: out COMPLEX): 

procedure cmplx_tone_1 ( variable freq: in REAL; 
variable samp freq: in REAL; 

variable N: in REAL; 

variable C: out COMPLEX); 

procedure DECIMATE ( variable DEC: in INTEGER; 

variable RX: in REAL; 

variable IX: in REAL; 

variable N: in REAL; 

variable RY: out REAL; 

variable IY: out REAL): 

procedure cmplx_conj ( variable X: in COMPLEX; 

variable Y: out COMPLEX); 

end PRIMITIVES; 

  

--Package body for the procedure based real number vhdl 
--model generated from SPW -- 

  

use work. MATH REAL.all; 

Package body PRIMITIVES is 

function INT_TO_BIN 
(INPUT: INTEGER; N: INTEGER) 
return BIT_ VECTOR is 

variable FOUT: BIT _VECTOR( N-1 downto 0); 

variable TEMP_A: INTEGER := 0; 

variable TEMP_B: INTEGER := 0; 
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begin 

TEMP_A := INPUT; 

for iin N-1 downto 0 loop 
TEMP _B := TEMP _A/(2**I); 
TEMP_A := TEMP A rem (2 **1); 
if ( TEMP_B =1) then 

FOUT() :='1'; 

else 

FOUT() :='0'; 

end if: 

end loop; 

return FOUT; 

end INT_TO_BIN; 

function INC (X: BIT_VECTOR) 
return BIT VECTOR is 

variable XV: BIT_ VECTOR (X'LENGTH-1 downto 0); 

begin 

XV := X; 

for 1 in 0 to XV'HIGH loop 
if X V(i) = '0' then 

XV(i) :='1; 

exit; 

else 

XV(i) = '0' 

end if- 

end loop; 

return XV; 

end INC; 

function INVB (X: BIT_VECTOR) 

return BIT VECTOR is 
variable XV: BIT. VECTOR (X'LENGTH-1 downto 0); 

begin 

XV := X; 
for iin 0 to XV'HIGH loop 

if XV(i) = '0' then 

XVQ) :='1; 

else 
XV(i) = '0'; 

end if: 
end loop: 

return XV; 
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end INVB; 

procedure CHANGE ( variable RIN: in REAL; 
variable BOUT: out BIT_VECTOR(TBIT-1 downto 0)) is 

variable INT: INTEGER := 0; 

variable DEC: INTEGER := 0; 

variable fr: REAL := 0.0; 

variable abrin: REAL := 0.0; 

variable TEMP: BIT VECTOR(TBIT-2 downto 0); 

variable TEMPB: BIT _VECTOR(TBIT-2 downto 0); 

begin 
if RIN < 0.0 then 

BOUT(TBIT-1) :='1'; 

else 

BOUT(TBIT-1) :='0' 

end if: 

abrin := abs(RIN); 

fr :-= floor(abrin); 

INT := integer(fr); 

if IBIT /= 0 then 

TEMP(TBIT-2 downto TBIT-IBIT-1) := INT_TO_BIN(NT, IBIT); 

end if: 

DEC := integer((abrin-fr) / (1.0/256.0)); 

TEMP(TBIT-IBIT-2 downto 0) := INT_TO_BIN(DEC, TBIT-IBIT-1); 

if RIN < 0.0 then 

TEMPB := INVB(TEMP); 

BOUTC(TBIT-2 downto 0) := INC(TEMPB) ; 

else 

BOUT(TBIT-2 downto 0) := TEMP; 

end if: 

end CHANGE: 

procedure chirp ( variable amp: in REAL; 

variable bw :; in REAL; 

variable pw : in REAL; 

variable prf : in REAL; 

variable samp_freq : in REAL; 

variable N : in REAL; 

variable C : out COMPLEX) is 

variable k: REAL := 0.0; 
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variable period: REAL := 0.0; 

variable curtime: REAL := 0.0; 

variable curval: REAL := 0.0; 

begin 
k := bw/ pw, 

period := 1.0/ prf; 

curtime := N / samp _freq; 

curval := curtime - floor ( curtime / period ) * period; 

if curval< pw then 

C(O) := amp*cos ( MATH _PI*k * N * N/(samp_freq * samp_freq) ); 
C(1) := amp*sin ( MATH _PI * k * N * N/ (samp _ freq * samp_freq) ); 

else 

C(O) := 0.0; 

C(1) := 0.0; 

end if: 

end chirp; 

procedure cmplx_mult ( variable X1: in COMPLEX; 

variable X2: in COMPLEX; 

variable Y: out COMPLEX) is 

variable rvl: REAL := 0.0; 

variable rv2: REAL := 0.0; 

variable iv]: REAL := 0.0; 

variable iv2: REAL := 0.0; 

begin 

if X1(0) < -1.0e+36 then 

tvl :=-1.0e+36; 

else 

rvl := X1(0); 

end if; 

if X2(0) < -1.0e+36 then 

rv2 := -1.0e+36; 

else 

rv2 = K2(0); 

end if: 

if X1(1) < -1.0e+36 then 

ivl :-=-1.0e+36; 

else 
ivi :-= X1(1); 

end if; 
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if X2(1) < -1.0e+36 then 

iv2 := -1.0e+36; 

else 

iv2 = X2(1); 

end if, 

Y(0) :=rvl * rv2 - iv] * iv2; 

Y(1) :=rvl * v2 + rv2 * ivl; 

end cmplx_mult; 

procedure cmplx_tone_1 ( variable freq: in REAL; 

variable samp freq: in REAL; 
variable N: in REAL; 

variable C: out COMPLEX) ts 

begin 

C(0) := cos (2.0 * MATH PI * freq * N / samp_freq ); 
C(1) := sin (2.0 * MATH _PI * freq * N / samp_freq ); 

end cmplx_tone_1; 

procedure DECIMATE ( variable DEC: in INTEGER; 
variable RX: in REAL; 

variable IX: in REAL; 

variable N: in REAL; 

variable RY: out REAL; 

variable TY: out REAL) is 

variable cnt: integer :=0; 

begin 

if N = 1.0 then 

RY :=RX; 

IY :=IX; 

end if; 

cnt := integer(N) rem DEC; 

if cnt = 0 then 

RY := RX; 

IY := IX; 

end if; 

end DECIMATE: 

procedure cmplx_conj ( variable X: in COMPLEX; 
variable Y: out COMPLEX ) is 

12]



begin 
Y(0) := X(0); 

Y¥(1) := -X(1); 
end cmplx_conj; 

end PRIMITIVES; 
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